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Problem
Anne Roe claims that occupational interests and person orien­
tation develop to a s ignificant extent from the complex in teraction  of 
family emotional relationships in the formative years. She describes 
three basic family patters (Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding) 
of needs satisfaction as antecedents to the two types of person orien-  
tion within eight occupational group c lassifications. Research has 
mostly fa i led  to support her global occupational predictions. This 
study explored the specific predictions for a General Culture Group.
1
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2Method
A sample of 298 subjects was used from the population of 311 
teachers in training at the University o f  Montemorelos, N. L .,  Mexico. 
They are representative of the General Culture Group, level 2, in 
Roe's scheme of c lassifica tions. Spanish language translations of 
the Family Relations Inventory (FRI), the Biographical Questionnaire— 
Subtest V I ,  the Person Interest Inventory, and the Job Satisfaction  
Blank No. 5 were developed and adapted fo r  use in this study. Chi- 
Square Tests of Goodness of f i t  and of Independence, Product Moment 
Correlation with Regression Analysis and Analysis of Variance pro­
cedures were used on the data to test null hypothesis.
Results
A significant frequency o f subjects with antecedents in the 
Concentrating category . family emotional relationships was found 
which supported the trend predicted. I t  was also found that these 
subjects s ign if ican tly  represented the major Orientation Toward 
Persons category proposed in Roe's theory. The findings support 
Roe's original proposition of composite occupational characteristics  
for the General Culture sample. The PI I  and JSB are not adequate 
predictors of family emotional relationships antecedents and do not 
take the place of the FRI for research in the framework of Roe's 
theory. No s ignificant sex differences were found on the FRI cate­
gories. Expected-Job-Satisfaction was found to be continguent with 
Person Orientation. High Expected-Oob-Satisfaction is s ig n if ican tly  
correlated with Orientation Toward Persons.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
3Conclusion
The data analyses revealed support for the general trend pre­
dicted in Roe's theory for a General Cultural occupation like  teaching. 
This sample reported the characteristic  Concentrating Family Emotional 
Relationship background, Orientation Toward Persons, and High Expected- 
Job-Satisfaction of a s ign ifican tly  homogeneous group. Teachers in 
training in Mexico are more l ik e ly  to describe th e ir  Family Emotional 
Relationship antecedents as predicted in Roe's propositions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In her speculations concerning the various determinants of 
occupational choice Anne Roe (1957) emphasizes the importance of the 
perceived parental-chiId interaction atmosphere. I t  is from these 
early need satisfaction patterns that la te r  development into vocational 
interests arid choice is postulated in the general theory. She has 
forwarded propositions from her general theory for the predicting of 
general occupational choice areas associated with two major orienta­
tions. Roe sets out three patterns of early relationships and suggests 
that these predominant attitudes perceived in the home, which relates  
to the dominant parent in the decision making, are s ign ifican tly  asso­
ciated with orientation toward persons and orientation not-toward 
persons. Shertzer and Stone (1976) suggest that Roe's scheme can 
lead to the prediction of the broad and group vocational orientation  
that develops in the indiv idual.
Roe indicates that in our society "there is no single situation  
which is potentia lly  so capable of giving some satisfaction at a l l  
levels of basic needs as in the occupation" (Roe, 1956, p. 31). I t  
seems important then that more study be carried out in order to 
assess the relationship that Roe's theory suggests between the per­
ceived family emotional relationship categories and the development of
1
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one major orientation toward persons or not-toward persons in voca­
tional comm'tment, as well as the correlation with overall expected 
job satisfaction with the occupational choice.
In Anne Roe's c lass if ica tio n  of occupations and groups, 
teachers are placed in the General Culture C lassification (Group V II )  
at the f i r s t  and second level (see table 1, p. 3). The occupations 
in this group are proposed as oriented towards persons and are most 
closely related to those in Group I (Service) because of the towards- 
person in terest factor and to those in Group V I I I  (Arts and 
Entertainment) because of th e ir  cultural aspect.
Teachers would represent an example of an occupational 
population to be s ig n if ican t ly  characterized by a background o f  
overprotective and overdemanding family emotional relationships as 
defined by the Concentrating category. This background in turn 
develops a major orientation toward persons and those occupational 
choices which re la te  to people as a focus o f the ir  work.
S p ec if ica lly ,  Roe predicts that children from warm, loving, 
and casual homes, as defined by the Accepting category, w il l  develop 
that major orientation toward persons and choose occupations which 
involve contact with people as the primary focus of th e ir  work, for 
example social-service and business-contact f ie ld s .  I f  the parents 
are overdemanding and overprotecting, as defined by the Emotional 
Concentrating Home, the ch ild 's  orientation w il l  be more oriented 
toward persons than not, and they w il l  choose occupations which 
minimize many close contacts with others, such as those occupations 
in the Arts and Entertainment and General Culture f ie ld s .  F in a l ly ,
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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4i f  the parents avoid the ir  children, e ith er  through rejection or 
neglect as defined by the Avoiding category, the children w il l  
develop that major orientation toward a c t iv it ie s  which does not involve 
people d ire c t ly  but focus on non-person oriented a c t iv i t ie s ,  as in the 
Technology, Outdoor, and Sc ien tif ic  f ie ld s  (see the Circumplex, figure  
1).
Roe's "Circumplex" is a schematic representation of the main 
theory. Here the direction of orientation "Towards Persons" and 
"Not towards Persons" is positioned in a c ircu la r  re la tion  to the 
three basic Family Emotional Relationships: Acceptance, Avoidance,
and Emotional Concentration. The corresponding occupational c lass i­
f ications are also placed around the circumplex. The patterns of 
vocational development are indeed complex. Nevertheless, Roe's 
theory being a s ignificant contribution to the psychology of occupa­
tions (Smart, 1969), does provide a stimulating framework for further  
research.
Researchers like  Roe and Siegelman (1964), Medvene (1970), 
Medvene and Shueman (1978) have found s ign ifican t trends to support 
further inquiry into Roe's propositions, namely the orientation  
towards persons or not towards persons associated with specific  
a c t iv i ty  choices within careers. Her developmental hypotheses are 
couched in terms o f those complex formative experiences that might 
be thought to shape one's major orientation by the warmth or cold­
ness of the parental emotional attitudes perceived in the family.
There is a growing need for cross-cultural studies in order 
to broaden the applications of theory and to uncover more of the
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relationships which might add knowledge to the study of vocational 
in terest and choice structures.
The l i te ra tu re  reveals that research with Roe's general 
theory over the years has not consistently supported her wide voca­
tional propositions and the scheme of occupational classifications  
as composite units of occupations whose subjects would a l l  have only 
the predicted type of person orientation (Hagen, 1960; Switzer,
Grigg, M il le r  and Young, 1962; Smart, 1969). I t  is believed that 
further research could be valuable in order to test the application  
of the theoretical propositions, within a selected occupational 
a c t iv i ty  l ik e  teaching. Study has been carried out within a more 
narrow range of occupational a c t iv i t ie s ,  e .g . ,  male psychologists 
(Medvene, 1969), male theological students and clergy (Byers, Forrest 
and Zaccaria, 1968), and male engineering students (Medvene and 
Shueman, 1978) with findings in support of the propositions presented 
by Roe. In the past not many specific studies have been carried out 
directed only to teachers in training with a measure of expected job 
sati sfaction.
When reviewing the research findings, i t  was found that four 
studies comparing a smaller number of occupational c lassifications  
have also been made. Yet they report e ither no support or only partia l  
support for the predictions when comparing these groups: e .g . ,  Smart
(1969) studied male subjects across seven c lass if ica tions; Grigg 
(1959) studied female graduates in nursing and science; Utton (1962) 
studied female social workers, occupational therapists, d ie t i t ia n s ,  
and laboratory technicians; and Brown (1971) studied students majoring
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7in Physical Education, Education, and Fine Arts with a reconstruction 
of Roe's theory.
Roe stated early in her papers (1957) that her hypotheses 
"have been developed with reference to the present United States 
culture, including the major variations due to gross socioeconomic 
subdivisions." The author makes i t  clear that her propositions are 
intended to indicate major trends and that other variables not men-
i
tioned at length in her formulations can be expected to induce modi­
fications in specific instances.
Research in a d iffe ren t cultural perspective with selected 
aspects o f Roe's theory of vocational in terest and choice for the 
General Culture Classification could prove valuable to testing some 
of the propositons presented in her book The Psychology of 
Occupations (1956). No inquiry has been in i t ia te d  in Mexico with  
Roe's propositions which would provide data on any s ign ifican t d i f ­
ferences among the General Culture C lass if ica tion , as well as other 
correlational data useful in understanding more of the determinants 
of vocational in terest and choice.
Occupational choices must be made e a r l ie r  in the educational 
ladder in Mexico than in the United States. Occupational choices 
and commitment to teacher tra ining have to be made r ig h t a f te r  Junior 
High School (Secondary School--grade 9) and lead into pre-professional 
(Elementary School teaching) and/or professional tra ining (High School 
teaching). The Teacher Education Program a t  the University of  
Montemorelos in Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, has a large popula­
tion of students in teacher tra ining (for Elementary and High Schools)
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which is an invaluable research opportunity in pursuing research with 
Roe's theory. The University was founded in 1975 as part of a new 
in te res t in the state of Nuevo Leon for the development of much-needed 
private educational centers. Education majors form the largest 
percentage (15.84* for 1981) of students at the University leve l.
The in s t itu t io n  is supported by the C iv il Educational and Philanthropic 
Association (ACFE). I t  forms a v i ta l  part of the educational 
ins t itu t ions  w ithin the Inter-American Division of Seventh-day 
Adventists. I t  actually  has on campus a teacher tra in ing  population 
of 239 students (3rd quarter 1980-81) in i ts  two schools of education. 
These teachers in the coming years w il l  be serving the needs of 164 
Elementary and Secondary Schools sponsored by the ACFE in Mexico. 
Seventy more teachers in tra ining are o ff  campus f u l f i l l i n g  fu ll - t im e  
teaching appointments in ACFE schools as a social service requirement 
for the fu l l  L icentia te  degree (B .A .) .
I t  is hoped that the relationships investigated in this study 
on the basis of Roe's theory w il l  be stimulating for educational 
psychologists and vocational guidance professionals in Mexico and in 
other countries. There is a continuing need to search for s ignificant  
relationships in the various determinants of occupational in terest, the 
satisfy ing vocational l i f e  and the relevant role of theory.
Statement o f the Problem
Anne Roe claims that occupational interests and person orien­
tation develop to a great extend from the complex interaction of 
parent-child relations in the formative years. She has not been the 
only author suggesting the importance of the family background and
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9vocational development; yet her emphasis on the perceived family 
emotional relationships and the corresponding occupational choice 
groups is unique in many ways.
The family emotional relationships and person orientation  
dimensions predicted in the "Circumplex" (see figure 1) for eight 
occupational c lass if ica tions of job a c t iv it ie s  have been the concern 
of research studies since 1957. In most attempts to test her general 
theory subjects have been chosen from prominent members of the occupa­
tional c lassifications defined by Roe and asked to f i l l  out inventories 
recalling the ir  parent-child relationships as well as other biographi­
cal data on a post hoc basis. These studies have fa i le d  to support 
s ta t is t ic a l ly  her theory.
More recent studies using factoria l designs with seven levels 
of occupations, two levels of b irth  order or age or sex and two levels 
of parental socioeconomic status as independent variables, and the 
six Family Relations Inventory (FRI) scales as measures of family 
emotional relationships to serve as dependent variables, have been 
carried cut (Smart, 1969); as well as other m ultivaria te  analysis 
designs with a l l  eight occupational c lassifications (Appleton, 1969) 
and these have also fa iled  to give fu l l  support to her original 
predictions.
Research reports that provide part ia l support are offered 
by Martins (1974), Appleton and Hasen (1969), Brunkan (1965), Green 
and Parker (1965). S ign ifican tly  fu l l  support is reported for the 
theoretical predictions in studies with Psychologists and Engineers 
occupations tested by Medvene (1969) and Medvene and Shueman (1978)
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using a male sample.
Roe and Siegelman (1964) found relationships in the predicted 
direction; that is ,  the more love and attention in childhood, the 
greater the degree of person-orientation in la te r  l i f e .  But few 
sign ifican t relationships were found for the group of women in the 
study. They add that the number and the patterning of the s ign ifican t  
correlations would seem to indicate that the more a ffectionate  and 
concentrating the parents, the more person-oriented the son; and con­
versely that the more neglecting and rejecting the parents, the 
less the male w il l  seek close personal relations in la te r  vocational 
1 i f e  ( p . 1 9 ) .
This variety of findings concerning Roe's predictions raises 
methodological and theoretical questions and a challenge fo r further  
research into the application of the theory to the General Culture 
C lass if ication . Few inquiries have been carried out using male or 
female teachers in tra in ing as the unique population. No additional 
research has been reported with Roe's predictions with a population 
outside the United States, except for a study of the specific  occupa­
tional c lass if ica tion  scheme, as applicable among a student population 
in Is ra e l ,  with supportive findings for the hierarchical level order 
but not for a l l  the c lass if ica t io n  dimensions (Meir, 1970).
In conclusion, the problems presented by (1) con flic ting  
research findings around Roe's original propositions, (2) the lack 
of data from a variety  o f  cultural settings for the predictions for  
the General Culture C lass if ications , Level 2, and (3) the fa i lu re  
of previous studies comparing subjects across the eight occupational
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classifications in order to support the predicted person orientation  
dimensions; a l l  these now point to a need for more cross-cultural 
study o f the family emotional relationships variables associated with 
teachers in tra in ing, as well as the corresponding person orientations  
and perceived expected job satisfaction  with the occupational choice.
' Research reviews have indicated consistently (Osipow, 1968) 
that Roe's formulations may need some refinement or modification  
rather than outright re jection .
Purpose o f the Study 
This study was conducted with the purpose o f testing selected 
aspects of Anne Roe's Th.pcry of Vocational In terest and Choice in the 
General Culture c lass if ica tio n . The null-hypotheses developed were 
directed toward testing the antecedent family emotional relationships  
proposed in the theory for a General Culture occupation l ik e  teaching 
with a Mexican sample. Special attention  was given to the sex and 
parent dominance variables in c lassify ing the subjects and to the 
dependent variables: Orientation Toward Persons (Sum Relate Score)
and Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS Score).
The forthcoming findings seek to make a contribution to an 
understanding of the three family emotional relationships variables  
proposed by Roe as antecedents which influence occupational choice, 
Orientation Towards Persons, and Expected-Job-Satisfaction. I t  is 
hoped that the findings w il l  add to what is now known and aid educa­
tional guidance professionals as they endeavor to provide adequate 
career guidance for students in teacher tra ining in s t itu t io n s .
Demonstration of any relationships between antecedent and
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subsequent variables admittedly is not absolute evidence that the 
antecedent variable is i t s e l f  the cause of the subsequent variable, 
but would be an important f i r s t  step.
Defin ition of Terms 
3iographica1 Questionnaire—Subset VI ( BQ) : This is a subset
of the Biographical Questionnaire developed by Roe and Siegelman 
(1964) to identify  the dominant parent in the home. A parent dominance 
score is obtained by summing the score on f iv e  items. Scores of 20 
and above indicate mother dominance; scores below 20 indicate father  
dominance (Medvene and Shueman, 1978). Items ask the subject to 
iden tify  which parent was perceived as having had greater weight in 
decision making the home (see appendix A2)
Circumplex: The schematic representation of Anne Roe's
Theory in which the family emotional relationships o f Avoidance, 
Concentration, and Acceptance are positioned in a c ircu la r  continuum 
of "warm-cold" family attitudes and serve to predict the correspond­
ing Major Orientation Towards Persons and Major Orientation Not 
Towards Persons, as well as the occupational c lassifications associated 
with the theory (see figure 1—Circumplex).
C iv il  Philanthropic and Educational Association (ACFE): The
legal name of the branch of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Mexico 
( Inter-American Division) supporting medical and educational in s t i tu ­
tions under state law. ACFE sponsors 164 schools in Mexico, 16 of 
which serve as f ie ld  service components fo r  the University of 
Montemorelos 1 teacher training program on a one-year fu ll - t im e  social 
service practicum requirement for the degree.
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Dominant Parent: That one parent having the greater weight
in decision making in the home. A score o f twenty (20) or above on 
the Roe and Siegelman's Biographical Questionnaire (Subset VI) is 
interpreted as mother dominance and nineteen (19) or below as father 
dominance. For example, Son-Father-Accepting: male who viewed the
father as dominant and perceived him as Accepting.
Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS): The concept of expected
overall job satis faction  with one's occupational choice as a combina­
tion of psychological, physiological, and environmental circumstances 
that cause a person t ru th fu l ly  to say, 111 expect that I w il l  be 
satis fied  with my job." This d e f in it io n  assumes that i t  is possible 
for a person to balance the specific or expected satisfaction of 
needs against the specific or expected d issatis faction  and thus 
arrive  at a composite satisfaction with the choice of job as a whole 
(Hoppock, 1935, p. 48). Measured by the Hoppock Job Satisfaction  
Blank No. 5 (1970) for Expected-Job-Satisfaction in teaching as:
High EJS = 24 points and above (78-99 P ercen tile ) ,  Moderate EJS =
16 to 23 points (23-77 Percentile ) ,  Low EJS = 4 to 15 points (1-21 
P e rc e n t i le ) .
Family Emotional Relationship: The perceived parent-child
a tt i tu d e  background which develops from early  patterns of attention  
and experiences of satisfaction and fru s tra tion  related to the domi­
nant parent in the home. Child rearing modes that distinguish the 
ind iv idua l's  predominant position in the family atmosphere as:
(1) the center o f  attention and control (Concentrating), (2) avoid­
ance by re jec tion  or neglect (Avoiding), or (3) accepted and loved
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(Accepting), as measured on the FRI scales for parent dominance. The 
subjects are c lass if ied  according to the highest percentile score on 
the FRI scales for that dominant parent reported on the BQ.
Family Relations Inventory (F R I) : This instrument was
developed by Brunkan and Crites (1964) spec if ica lly  to measure Roe's 
constructs of parental acceptance, concentration, and avoidance. The 
FRI has six subscales: Mother Avoidance, Mother Acceptance, Mother
Concentration, Father Avoidance, Father Acceptance, and Father 
Concentration. Subjects are asked to evaluate the truthfulness of 
statements about th e ir  mothers1 and fathers' behaviors, a tt itudes,  
reactions to them, and expectations for them during childhood and 
adolescence. The three family emotional relationship categories 
(Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding) are based on the subjects' 
dominant parent category and the highest percentile score on the 
categories corresponding to the dominant parent.
Job Satisfaction Blank No. 5 (JS8): This instrument was
developed by Robert Hoppock (1970) with items requesting the sub­
je c t  ot express his or her specific or expected job satisfaction  
le v e l .  I t  has four general items divided into equivalent halves 
using a L ikert-type scale. This instrument was used with special 
instructions adapted so that the subject would express his or her 
expected job satisfaction with teaching. Scores range from 4 (Lowest 
Expected-Job-Satisfaction) to 28 (Highest Expected-Job-Satisfaction). 
(See appendix A4.)
Occupational in te re s t: The major focus of attention in the
vocational l i f e  and a major factor in the vocational choice (Roe and
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Siegelman, 1964, p. 3 ) .  As an interest grows i t  creates a lasting  
tensional condition that leads to congruent conduct.
Orientation Toward Persons (OTP): This dimension is
considered as a bipolar continuum, from persons as consistently the 
focus of attention to any non-person aspect of the environment as 
consistently the focus. Orientation Toward Persons (Sum Relate 
score) is characterized by a focus on persons desiring close emotional 
contact with them. A Sum Relate score (SR) of forty-one (41) or 
below on the Person In terest Inventory is considered as an indicator  
of Toward Person Orientation.
Orientation Mot Toward Persons (ONTP): This basic in terest
dimension leads towards a focus on liv ing  things other than persons, 
towards objects and ideas. At most this orientation shows in terest  
in people on the basis of curiosity  about them. A Sum Relate score 
(SR) of forty-two (42) or above on the Personal Interest Inventory is 
considered as an indicator of that major Orientation Not Toward Persons.
Person In terest Inventory (P11) : This instrument was
developed by Roe and Siegelman (1964) to measure person orientation .
The Sum Relate score obtained by summing items 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 16,
18, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, and 33 were used as the c r i te r ia  
for classifying subjects into that major Orientation Towards Persons 
or Orientation Not Towards Persons. I t  was devised to distinguish  
between desiring close emotional contact with persons and in terest  
in persons on the basis of only curiosity  about them.
Teachers in Training: This term refers to those subjects
enrolled as fu l l - t im e  students in the two schools of education at the
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University of Montemorelos (1980-81) and those subjects in social 
service teaching at ACFE sponsored schools as part of the degree 
requirements and/or attending fu l l - t im e  summer sessions (1980) at 
the University for advancement toward the Licentiate (B.A.) degree 
requi rements.
Theoretical Framework 
The basic purpose o f theory is to explain the meaning under­
lying a set of descriptive principles growing out of an array of data 
(Hewer, 1963). Because there have been many studies related to the 
choice of an occupation, social scientists have looked for an under­
standing of the causal in ter-re lationsh ips underlying these data.
Vocational counselors and psychologists have a responsibility  
to use the relevant research findings of social scientists  in the ir  
practice. They should also seek new insight into man's behavior and 
into the motivational needs influencing vocational choice behavior.
The student in search of an occupation may have considered many fac­
tors as he chooses an occupation, but he may never be able to easily  
re la te  them in a systematic fashion.
Much of what is known about vocational choice comes from 
research done by psychologists. Because the vocational choice 
and the vocational l i f e  o f an individual is an expression of the 
total personality, a counselor can seek understanding o f an individual 
in any one or a l l  ways suggested by theorists . He can in te rp re t the 
dynamics of vocational choice using more than one, or any aspect 
of the personality theories. Many psychologists have turned to 
personality and need theory to explain motivational aspects of
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vocational choice. Anne Roe is an example of this approach.
Smith (1961) suggested that there are three broad approaches 
to personality and vocational a c t iv ity :  t r a i t ,  s truc tura l,  and
adjustment. Related to t r a i t  theory Smith states that "a personality  
i s . . .definable in terms of a q u a li ta t ive  and quantitative d iffe ren ­
t ia t io n  from other such individuals" (1961, p. 29). The basic pro­
position being that people d i f fe r  in th e ir  t r a i t s  and jobs d i f fe r  
likewise in th e ir  requirements. Three structural theories re la te  
to vocational choice: psychoanalytic theory (Super and Bachrach,
1957; Segal, 1961; Galinsky, 1962), self-concept theory (Super,
1957; O'Hara and Tiedeman, 1959), need theory (Roe, 1956; Schaffer, 
1963; Merwin and Di Vesta, 1959). The adjustment approach stresses 
the in teraction  between the person and his environment.
Super (1957), O'Hara and Tiedeman (1959), and Hewer (1963) 
have also contributed much of the thinking and research for a 
developmental theory. The developmental approach stresses the 
concept that the choice of a vocation is not a single event that 
takes place a t  a certain time, but that is the resu lt  of a develop­
mental process. Therefore, a l l  of an ind iv idual's  vocational be­
havior including the vocational choice becomes more meaningful when 
viewed long itud ina lly .
Holland (1973) has made a s ign ifican t contribution to under­
standing the in ter-re la tionsh ips  underlying the choice of an occupa­
t ion . He proposes that a person expresses his personality through 
the choice of a vocation and that each person holds to stereotypes 
of various vocations that have psychological and sociological re le ­
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vance for that indiv idual. Many of these stereotypes have demonstrable 
v a l id i ty  and create what Holland labels as a characteristic  in te r ­
personal environment. Vocational sa tis fac tion , s ta b i l i t y ,  and 
achievement depend upon the extent to which the individual's  
personality type and his work environment are compatible (Isaacson,
1971; Holland, 1973) .
Anne Roe's Theoretical Propositions
As a c l in ic a l  psychologist, Roe approached the f ie ld  of  
career development through her research on the personality t ra i ts  
of a r t is ts  and scientists (1946a, 1946b, 1946c, 1949, 1950, 1951a, 
1951b, 1952a, 1952b, 1953a, 1953b, 1954, 1956). As a resu lt  of  
these studies, Roe eventually formulated a theory of vocational choice 
which was published in 1957. The theory is summarized in a series of 
eight hypotheses, f ive  of which are largely  advanced as assumptions. 
Indeed, they are stated in such a way as to make i t  almost impossible 
to test them em pirically . Hypotheses 6, 7, and 8 are more eas ily  
tested and have been the bases o f  several investigations. The orig inal  
formulations (Roe, 1957) were the following:
1. The hereditary bases for in te ll igence , special a b i l i t i e s ,  
in te res ts , a tt itu d es , and other personality variables seem usually
to be nonspecified (p. 212). With this statement, Roe acknowledges the 
importance of genetic factors which contribute to a person's a b i l i t ie s  
but she also states that in most instances genetic elements l im i t  the 
degree of development rather than d ire c t ly  determine the type of 
expression.
2. The pattern of development of special a b i l i t ie s  is
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prim arily  determined by the directions in which psychic energy comes 
to be expended involuntarily  (p. 212). The influence of Murphy (1947) 
is evident in her use of the concept of canalization of psychic energy 
and in her basic assumption that experiences of early childhood are 
l ik e ly  to be related to vocational choice. Roe, however, says l i t t l e  
by way of explanation of hypothesis 2 and offers no research evidence 
in i ts  support.
3. These directions are determined in the f i r s t  place by the 
patterning of early satisfactions and frustrations (p. 213). At this  
point Roe draws upon Maslow's (1954) c lass if ica tion  of needs as an 
explanation of human motivation.
Maslow's theory states that higher order needs carno+’ appear 
until  lower needs are at leas t re la t iv e ly  sa t is fied . According to 
Roe, by the time a healthy ch ild  is a few months old the f i r s t  f ive  
needs are probably affecting the child 's behavior, although in widely 
varying degrees. As the ch ild  grows, the higher needs become more 
important and have a greater e ffec t  upon vocational choice. Robert 
Hoppock (1963) also speculates that occupations are chosen to meet 
needs and satisfaction results from a job which meets our needs today 
or from a job which promises to meet them in the fu ture . Some 
individuals have a strong psychological need for contact with other 
people; other individuals prefer a more isolated l i f e  and they are 
happier when they are by themselves with only occasional social 
interchange.
4. The eventual pattern of psychic energies, in terms of 
attention directedness, is the major determinant o f f ie ld  or f ie lds
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to which no person w il l  apply himself (p. 213). This is a statement 
for which no empirical validation is offered.
5. The intensity of these (primary) unconscious needs, as 
well as the ir  organization, is the major determinant of the degree of  
motivation as expressed in accomplishment (p. 213). This implies that  
a ll  accomplishment is based on unconscious as well as on conscious 
needs. Roe maintains that there is accomplishment which is "a free 
expression of capacity" and that this form of accomplishment can be 
distinguished from accomplishment on other bases. No further ex­
planation or evidence is offered.
6. Needs satisfied routinely as they appear do not develop 
into unconscious motivators (p. 213). This statement refers to the 
manner in which needs are satis fied  in the young child so as to 
either form or not form unconscious motivators. The fact that the 
satisfaction is gained routinely is important, i . e . ,  in a d irect  
m atter-o f-fac t way as opposed to need g ra t if ic a t io n  with a great deal 
of emotional stress and s tra in .
7. Needs for which even minimum satisfaction  is rarely  
achieved w i l l ,  i f  higher order, become in e f fe c t  expunged, or w i l l ,
i f  lower order, prevent the appearance of higher order needs, and w il l  
become dominant and res tr ic t in g  motivators (p. 213). This hypothesis 
suggested that i f  a child 's higher order needs are not met that they 
w ill  possibly disappear. For example, i f  a ch ild 's  expressions of 
natural curiosity  were thoroughly blocked, the child might cease to 
be curious. With less than total blocking, hypothesis eight would 
apply.
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8. Needs, the satisfaction of which is delayed but eventually 
accomplished, w il l  become unconscious motivators, depending largely  
upon the degree of satisfaction f e l t .  This w il l  depend, among other 
things, upon the strength of the basic need in the given ind iv idual, 
the length of time elapsing between arousal and satisfaction , and the 
values ascribed to the satisfaction of this need in the immediate 
environment (p. 214).
I t  is in general connection with these hypotheses that Roe 
goes on to specify the various child-rearing modes and the ir  effect  
on subseguent behavior.
These modes re fe r  to the child 's position in the family 
emotional relationship: (1) the center of a tten tion , (2) avoided, or
(3) accepted. As the center of attention o f  the family, the child  
is the focus o f  "emotional concentration," the term Roe uses to des­
cribe the f i r s t  mode. As examples of emotional concentration, she 
l is ts  overprotection and overdemand (see table 2 ).
In the case of overprotection, parents may baby a child, 
discouraging i ts  independence and res tr ic t in g  i ts  exploratory behavior. 
They may concentrate upon his physical characteristics and praise any 
real or fancied talents of the ch ild . On the other hand, parents may 
make heavy demands upon the child in terms of perfection of performance 
and may in s t i tu te  severe training programs. This may take the form 
of demands fo r  achievement in school work.
In the case of avoidance of the ch ild ,  two extremes are again 
suggested— re jec tion  and neglect. When a ch ild  is emotionally re­
jected he may not necessarily be physically deprived but lack of
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TABLE 2
FAM ILY'S EMOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
1. Emotional concentration on the child
a. O ver-pro tection
b. O ver-dem anding
2. Avoidance of the child
a. Emotional rejection of the child
b. Neglect o f the child
3. Acceptance of the child
a. Casual acceptance of the child
b. Loving acceptance
Source: Roe, 1956.
emotional g ra t i f ic a t io n  is intentional on the part o f the parents.
With emotional neglect, the child is often ignored and the lack of 
emotional g ra t i f ic a t io n  is generally not in tentional.
Within the framework of the th ird  basic mode of ch ild -rearing ,  
acceptance, there are also two approaches, (a) casual acceptance and 
(b) loving acceptance. Children who are accepted by th e ir  parents 
are neither concentrated upon nor overlooked. Parents are non-coer- 
sive, nonrestrictive , and encourage the independence o f th e ir  
children.
In emotional concentration, the overdemanding parent may 
make satis faction  of the needs for love and esteem conditional upon 
conformity and achievement. While children reared by an avoiding
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parent are in tentionally  deprived of g ra t if ic a t io n  of th e ir  emotional 
needs. Some of these parents, although they may provide adequate 
g ra t if ic a t io n  of physiological and safety needs, neglect th e ir  
children's higher order needs. Concentrating parents do not go so 
far as to cause s tu l t i f ic a t io n  of the ch ild 's  development in 
emotional respects as do most rejecting and neglecting parents.
Parents of the accepting group provide reasonable g r a t i f ic a ­
tion of the needs of th e ir  children. Need g ra t if ic a t io n  w il l  not be 
emphasized as i t  is with those who emotionally concentrate upon the ir  
children and g ra t if ic a t io n  w i l l  also not be deliberate ly  delayed, as 
i t  is with those who avoid th e ir  children.
In describing the ch ild -rearing mode of emotional concentra­
tion, she stated:
This ranges between the extreme of over-protection to 
that of overdemandingness. Perhaps a sort of mean between 
these two is the quite typical anxiety of parents over a 
f i r s t  child , anxiety which, in the same parents, may be much 
allev ia ted  for the second child (Roe, 1957, p. 213).
Roe believes that an individual reared in a family in which 
the dominant parent (the one having the greater weight in decision 
making) is perceived as e ith e r  primarily accepting or prim arily  
concentratinq develops a sphere of interests centered around person- 
oriented occupations; in contrast, one who perceives the dominant 
parent (mother or father) as primarily avoiding develops in terest  
centered around non-person-oriented occupations. Her hypotheses 
were developed around and mostly intended to apply to males as they 
had reported q u a lita t iv e ly  d i f fe re n t  childhood experiences in e a r l ie r  
studies. Another part of Roe's theory is the c lass if ica t io n  of
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occupations into two dimensions: (1) focus o f a c t iv i ty ,  and (2) level
a t  which the a c t iv ity  is pursued. This c lass if ica tion  is shown in 
table 3.
T A B L E  3
C A T E G O R IE S  IN ROE'S C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  OF O C C U P A T IO N S
A ctiv ity Level
1. Service 1. Professional and managerial.
I I . Business Contact level 1
I I I . Organizations 2. Professional and m anagerial,
IV . T echnology level 2
V . Outdoor 3. Semiprofessional
business
and small
V I. Science A. Skilled
V I I . General Cultural 5. Semiskilled
V I I I . A rts  and Entertainm ent 6. Unskilled
Source: Roe, 1957, p . 217.
An avoiding family emotional relationship in which the child  
is not made the focus of any intense personal relationship seems to 
be conducive to permitting his attention to focus upon other objects 
in the environment. From th is  atmosphere may develop such object-  
orientation  of interests as w i l l  eventually manifest i t s e l f  in tech­
nological and highly s c ie n t i f ic  in terests .
On the other hand, i f  the child is involved in intense personal 
relationships (positive or negative) his attention may be concentrated
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upon them, and very frequently this w il l  become the source of con­
v i c t s .  When these family conflic ts  are centered around dominance, 
which are unacceptable to the individual for some reason (perhaps 
because i t  had been unsafe), he or she may find occupations in Group 
I (Service) or some of those in Group V II  (General Culture) most 
satis factory . 'When the dominance a t t i tu d e  can be incorporated, but 
personal relations are s t i l l  considered important, occupations in 
Group I I  (Business Contact) may be most suitable, and some of those 
in Group I I I  (Organizations). Incorporation of submissive attitudes  
may lead to subordinate roles in any Group, but perhaps particu larly  
in Group I I I .
I f ,  instead of accepting the intense personal involvement, 
the individual struggles against i t ,  we have the sort of defensive 
non-interest in persons that appears in Group VI (Science). I f  a 
child is the object of emotional concentration, not upon relations  
with others, but upon himself, whether through the overconcern of 
his parents for his body, or because of the possession of special 
a b i l i t ie s  which capture his and his companions' attentions, he may 
develop the narcissistic attitudes which are so characteristic  of 
persons in Group V I I I  (Arts and Entertainment; Roe, 1956, p. 320).
Occupations in Group V II  (General Culture) include a t  level 
2: clergymen, columnists, news commentators, educational administra­
tors, and teachers (High School and Elementary). Roe hypothesized 
(see ''circumplex," figure 1) that i f  the attitudes of the parents 
were warm and accepting or concentrating then th e ir  children w il l  
develop a major orientation towards others and choose occupations
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which re la te  to people as the focus of the ir  work. Examples of such 
occupations are those in the social service f ie ld s  and general culture 
f ie ld s . The General Culture groups are predicted as mostly character­
ized by Emotional Concentration in the family emotional relationship.
Maslow's need hierarchy as related to occupations is used by 
Roe in The Psychology of Occupations (1956, pp. 31-35). I t  is in 
shis regard that she states that "In our society there is no single 
situation which is po ten tia lly  so capable of giving some satisfaction  
at a l l  levels o f basic needs as is the occupation" (Roe, 1956, p. 31). 
This relationship as suggested by Roe is s ig n if ican t  to this study.
Her emphasis may well be said to be id en tif ied  as pointing to overall 
job sa tis fac tion . This concept has been developed by Robert Hoppock1s 
pioneer work in vocational satisfaction since 1935. Hoppock proposes 
that some individuals have a strong psychological need for contact 
with other people. They l ik e  soc'al a c t iv i t ie s  or other experiences 
that permit them to be near or with many other people and to engage 
in conversation with them. Other individuals are happier when they 
are by themselves, with only occasional social interchange, and then 
preferably with small groups. The reaction by the individual to 
these physical and psychological needs influences his selection of an 
occupation (Isaacson, 1971, p. 28). Hoppock adds that:
Occupational choice improves as we become better able to 
antic ipate how well a prospective occupation w i l l  meet our 
need; our capacity thus to anticipate depends upon our know­
ledge of ourselves, our knowledge of occupations, and our 
a b i l i t y  to think c lear ly ;  information about occupations affects  
occupational choice by helping us to discover the occupations 
that may meet our needs, and by helping us to antic ipate how 
well sa tis fied  we may hope to be in one occupation as compared 
with another (Isaacson, 1971).
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Table 4 shows Maslow's Need Hierarchy as Related to occupations.
Roe also suggests that occupations should be ordered in a 
counter-clockwise arrangement around the "circumplex" in order to 
correspond to her theoretical formulations.
TABLE 4
NEED H IER A R C H Y AS RELATED TO O CCUPATIONS
Needs W ork-Related Fulfillm ent
Physiological needs Earning money to secure the essen­
tials for liv in g : food, w ater, 
etc.
Safety needs Shelter: ren tin g  an apartm ent, 
buying a house. Fringe bene­
fits : pension, savings, cloth­
ing. Personal p ro p erty : fu r ­
n itu re , car
Love and Belonging Working w ith a congenial group. 
Being needed and welcomed 
by peers and superiors
Esteem needs Representing adulthood; indepen­
dence, and freedom; feeling 
accomplishment, responsi­
b ility , and p restig e ; being 
valued by word associates
Self Actualization Creative behavior; use of ta lents, 
pursu it o f in terest::, productive­
ness
Source: Roe, 1957.
In 1964 a revised statement of the theory was given by Roe
and Siegelman in The Origin of Interests (p. 5) as follows:
Proposition 1 . Genetic inheritance sets l im its  to the potential 
development of a l l  characteris tics , but the sp e c if ic ity  of the
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genetic control and the extent and nature of the l im ita t io n  are 
d iffe ren t for d if fe re n t  character is t ics .
I t  is probable that the genetic element is more specific  
and stronger in what we call in te llec tua l a b i l i t ie s  and tem­
perament than i t  is in such other variables as interests and 
a t t i  tudes.
Proposition 2. The degrees and avenues of development of inherited  
characteristics are affected not only by experience unique to the 
indiv idual, but also by a l l  aspects o f the general cultural back­
ground and the socio-economic position of the family.
Proposition 3 . The pattern of development of in te res ts , a t t i ­
tudes, and other personality variables with re la t iv e ly  l i t t l e  
or non-specific genetic control is primarily determined by 
individual experiences through which involuntary attention be­
comes channeled in part icu la r  directions.
The important word here is involuntary. The elements 
in any situation to which one gives automatic or e f fo r t ­
less attention are keys to the dynamics of behavior. This 
proposition is c lea r ly  related to hypotheses concerning the 
relations between personality and perception.
a. These directions are determined in the f i r s t  place by 
the patterning of early satisfactions and frus tra tions .
This patterning is affected by the re la t iv e  strengths 
of various needs, and the forms and re la t iv e  degrees of 
satisfaction which they receive. The two la t t e r  aspects are 
environmental variables.
b. The modes and degrees of need satisfaction determine 
which needs w il l  become the strongest motivators. The 
nature of the motivation may be quite unconscious.
Possible variations are:
1. Needs satis fied  routinely as they appear do not 
become unconscious motivators.
2. Needs, for which even minimum satis faction  is rare ly  
achieved, w i l l ,  i f  higher order (as used by Maslow, 
1954), become expunged or w i l l ,  i f  lower order, 
prevent the appearance o f higher order needs and 
w il l  become dominant and res tr ic t in g  motivators.
3. Needs, the satisfaction of which delayed but even­
tu a lly  accomplished, w il l  become (unconscious) mo­
t iva to rs , depending largely  upon the degree of 
satis faction  f e l t .  Behavior that has received 
irregu lar reinforcement is notably d i f f i c u l t  to 
extinguish.
The degree of satisfaction f e l t  w i l l  depend, 
among other things, upon the strength of the basic
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need in the given individual, the length of time elapsing 
between arousal and satisfaction , and the values ascribed 
to the satisfaction of this need in the immediate environ­
ment.
Proposition 4 . The eventual pattern of psychic energies, in terms 
of attention directedness, is the major determinant of interests.
Proposition 5. The in tens ity  of these needs and of th e ir  sa tis ­
faction (perhaps p a rt ic u la r ly  as they have remained unconscious) 
and the ir  organization are the major determinants of the degree 
of motivation that reaches expression in accomplishment.
Roe and Siegelman's study (1964, p. 61) found relationships
in the predicted direction; that is ,  the more love and attention in
childhood, the greater the degree of person-orientation in la te r  l i f e .
3ut there are fewer s ign ifican t relationships found for the group of
women they studied. Their study offers support for the hypothesis
from both male groups (Student and Adult samples); for the women
there is no clear evidence. The number and the patterning of the
significant correlations would seem to indicate that the more
affectionate and attentive  the parents, the more person-oriented
the son; and conversely that the more neglecting and rejecting the
parents, the less the son w il l  seek close personal relations in
la te r  l i f e .
Summary of the Theoretical Propositions 
Hypotheses one through five  of Roe's theory are a series of 
statements which, when summarized (Smart, 1969), seem to state the 
following: each indiv idual's  genetic background underlies his
a b i l i t ie s  and interests and sets l im its  on them. Further, each 
individual expends his "psychic energy" in a manner not en t ire ly  
under his control and this involuntary expenditure of energy is
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in f lu en t ia l  in the development of the ind iv idual's  a b i l i t ie s .  Com­
bined with the expenditure of the psychic energy is the development 
of need primacies based on early frustrations and satisfactions in 
the manner outlined by Maslow (1954). The degree of motivation 
toward the attainment of a vocational goal is a product of the 
arrangement and intensity of the ind iv idual's  part icu lar need and 
the family emotional relationship which may be inferred from his 
accomplishments.
Her hypotheses s ix , seven, and eight in the orig inal formula­
tions go on to explain how various child-rearing practices a ffec t  the 
formation of psychic energy release. A ch ild 's  early experiences with 
his parents are assumed to create or foster basic a tt itu d es , and 
in terest which "will be given expression in the general pattern of 
the adu lt 's  l i f e ,  in his personal re lations, in his emotional re la ­
tions, in his a c t iv i t ie s  and in vocational choice" (Roe, 1957, p.
217). From three characteristic  family atmospheres (emotional 
concentration on the ch ild , avoidance of the ch ild , and acceptance 
of the child) Roe predicts the resulting person-orientations and 
the classes of occupations to which such early childhood experiences 
w il l  lead. For exampie, emotional concentration on the child which 
takes the form of overdemandingness is assumed to produce children 
who enter the General Culture f ie ld  (teachers). The scheme for 
classifying occupations in eight groups is an integral part of her 
orig inal theory of vocational in terest and choice. Roe's hypotheses 
are intended to apply most d irec t ly  to males as can be inferred from 
her extensive studies of eminent sc ientists .
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Occupations as a source of need satisfaction  are of extreme 
importance in our cu lture . What is important, according to Roe, is 
that this relationship exists and is an essential aspect of the job 
satis faction  within an occupation for the individual in a sort of 
feedback arrangement. Satisfaction and commitment to the occupational 
a c t iv i t ie s  increase as higher order needs are seen as satis fied  or 
anticipated as being satis fied  (Roe, 1967; Hoppock, 1963).
3ordin, Nachmann, and Segal (1963) have grouped Holland and 
Roe in emphasizing vocational choice— that is ,  the prediction of the 
occupational role that the individual is f u l f i l l i n g  at a particu lar  
point in time. 3oth Holland and Roe (Osipow, 1968) str ive  for a 
more d iffe ren tia ted  structure approach in which occupations are 
grouped according to personal characteristics or a c t iv i t ie s .  All 
agree that this part icu la r choice is not synonymous with the end of 
the process. Bordin, Nachmann, and Segal (1963) remain convinced 
"that Roe’s basic d irection  is f ru it fu l  . . ."
Roe's hypotheses concern orientation patterns or needs which 
have been generated by the interaction between child and parents; 
while the psychoanalytic view is characterized by the central position 
given to sublimation and other defense mechanisms transforming in­
fa n t i le  impulses, some ins t inc tive , and some resulting from parental 
in teraction , into vocational choices. Her use o f a person-orientation 
c lass if ica tio n  in connection with the theory suggests that she had 
one dimension in mind, namely the degree of orientation toward person 
or non-persons. The dominant parent plays a p a rt ic u la r ly  strong role  
in determining th is  orientation.
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Even when i t  is hypothesized that the degree of person- 
orientation  in la te r  l i f e  is generally positively related to the 
amount of love and attention received in childhood from the dominant 
parent; the patterning of s ign ifican t correlations seem to indicate  
a clearer relationship for a greater number of men than women (Roe & 
Siegelman, 1967).
Although Roe acknowledges a debt to Maslow's hierarchical 
c la s s if ic a t io n  o f needs, she makes l i t t l e  v is ib le  use of his stated 
needs in her c lass if ica tio n  system. She makes l i t t l e  use also of  
his principles about the appearance of needs in her basic develop­
mental princip le  that the needs that w il l  have relevance fo r  voca­
tional development are those fo r which there has been a delay in 
g ra t i f ic a t io n ,  but for which subsequent g ra t if ic a t io n  is achieved.
General Questions to Be Answered
The following questions were sought to be answered in re la ­
tion to the subjects in teacher tra in ing in Mexico at the University  
of Montemorelos:
1. Is Roe's prediction that a Concentrating parent-child  
in teraction  background is characteris tic  of the General Culture Group 
VI s ig n if ic a n t ly  supported by the d is tribution  o f  subjects on the 
family emotional relationship categories?
2. Is Roe's prediction that a Concentrating parent-child  
in teraction  background is characteris tic  of the General Culture Group 
VI s ig n if ic a n t ly  supported by the d istribution  o f male and female 
subjects on the family emotional relationship categories?
3. Is Roe's prediction that individuals choosing General
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Culture occupations ( l ik e  teaching) would be characterized by a 
major Orientation Toward Persons (OTP) s ign ifican tly  supported by 
the frequency of subjects fa l l in g  in this category?
4. Are there s ign ifican t differences between the frequencies 
of male and female subjects on the family relationship categories?
5. Are there s ign ifican t differences between the frequencies 
of subjects in the Expectea-Oob-Satisfaction levels and the family  
emotional relationship categories to the extent that these variables 
could be considered contingent?
6. Is there a s ign ifican t correlation between the Sum Relate
and the parent-dominant Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding score?
7. Are there s ign ifican t correlations between Expected-Job- 
Satisfaction scores and the parent-dominant Accepting, Concentrating, 
and Avoiding scores?
8. Are Roe's predictions that Person Orientation is a func­
tion of an ancedent family relationships supported by the frequency 
of Ss from these types of homes in the Orientation Toward Persons and 
Orientation Not Toward Persons categories?
Research Hypotheses
The research hypotheses proposed were thought to be a test
of some of Roe's ideas applied to the General Culture Group. Brunkan
and C rites ' (1964) research, which resulted in developing the Family 
Relations Inventory (FRI) for measuring Roe’s constructs o f  parental 
acceptance, concentration, and avoidance was an important source in 
testing her prediction for a composite group in this study. The 
hypotheses allowed for three categories of family emotional re la tion -
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ships when using the FRI scales. In the absence of any specific  
cultural information about how the responses would be distributed  
in the sample, the theoretical probability  of equal occurrence 
(1 :1 :1 ) of frequencies in the three categories of the FRI was tested 
as a null statement. The research hypotheses given below express 
the predicted direction suggested in Roe's theory for the General 
Culture Group as a composite group. Medvene (1969) and Medvene and 
Shueman (1978) assumed an equal d is tr ibu tio n  for the three family  
emotional relationship categories in th e ir  test (Chi-Square Test) 
of Roe's theory using samples of psychologists and engineers.
Therefore the exploratory nature of this study with teachers 
in tra ining as a composite group in Mexico suggested the following 
research hypotheses:
1. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between 
the frequency of Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting, and Avoiding 
categories of family emotional relationships.
2. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ificant difference between 
the frequency of male Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting, and Avoid­
ing categories of family emotional relationships.
3. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between 
the frequency of female Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting, and 
Avoiding categories of family emotional relationships.
4. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship between 
the frequency of Ss in the Orientation Toward Persons category and
in the family emotional relationship categories.
5. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship between
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the frequency of Ss in the Orientation Toward Persons category and 
in the Expected-Job-Satisfaction categories.
5. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ificant relationship between 
the frequency of Ss by sex category and the family emotional re la t io n ­
ship categories.
7. There is a s t a t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t correlation between 
the Sum Relate score and the Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding 
category scores.
8. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t correlation between 
the Expected-Job-Satisfaction score and the Accepting, Concentrating, 
and Avoiding category scores.
9. There is a s t a t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between 
the frequency of Ss with Orientation Toward Persons for the Accepting 
and Concentrating categories combined.
10. There is a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ificant difference between 
the frequency of Ss in Orientation Not Toward Persons in the Avoiding 
Category.
Organization of the Study
This study is organized as follows: chapter 1 presents the
statement of the problem, questions to be answered, research hypo­
theses, defin it ion  of terms and the theoretical framework upon which 
the study has been based. In chapter 2, the l i te ra tu re  is reviewed 
with chronological presentation of those studies that have been non- 
supportive and supportive of Roe's Theory. Chapter 3 includes a 
description of the subjects, instruments, and methodology used to 
te s t  the null hypotheses in the study. Chapter 4 presents the
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findings in two main sections: data relevant to the subjects in the
study. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings and presents the conclusions 
and implications within the lim its of the study, as well as recommenda­
tions for further study.
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Anne Roe is a native of Colorado. She obtained a Dh.D. in 
Psychology from Columbia University. In 1957 she was appointed to 
an adjunct professorship in psychology at New York University but 
moved to Harvard in 1959 where she held positions of lecturer in 
Education, D irector of the Center of Research in careers and, 
eventually, Professor of Education. In 1967 she became professor 
emeritus of Harvard but moved to Tucson and was appointed a lecturer  
in Psychology a t  the University of Arizona, a position which she 
s t i l l  holds. She has authored five books and over 90 papers and 
monographs, and has held many elected and appointed positions in the 
American Psychological Association.
A l ife lo n g  career in c lin ica l psychology and an interest in 
anthropology and sociology have been major influences in Roe's 
orientation to the problems of vocational behavior.
In a recent a r t ic le  for the Academic Psychology Bulletin (MPA), 
she stated in retrospect:
My own researches have focused on personality and in terest  
factors,.and on parent-child relations. I have not expected 
them to give me an overall picture and of course they did not, 
but I am s t i l l  looking for one. This is the more important 
because the processes of vocational developmental and choice 
do not d i f f e r  essentia lly  from developmental and choice pro­
cesses in general. Furthermore, because vocational development 
and choice resu lt  in c learly  observable behavior— a job— study
37
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of them as examples should be useful for developmental 
psychology overall (Roe, 1979).
The Origins o f  Vocational Choice 
In Roe's f i r s t  published research (1946a), she reported a 
good deal of information about a r t is ts  and attempted to re la te  this  
information to vocational choice. But this biographical data and 
projective text information fa ile d  to indicate any relationship  
between vocational choice and personality in this group of 20 a r t is ts .  
At this time, Roe mentioned " id en tif ic a tio n  within the family" as a 
possible factor influencing personality and eventual vocational choice.
In another publication that same year (1946c), she discussed 
the same findings but with a d i f fe re n t  emphasis. This a r t ic le  stressed 
the implications for testing practice and in terpre ta tion . In a ia ter  
research project (1950), sponsored by the National In s t itu te  of Health 
as an extensive study of relationships between personality and voca­
tion , s ix ty - f iv e  physicists and 177 biologists were analyzed with 
Rorschach protocols. The subjects were members of facu lties  of six 
leading universities and included astrophysicists, geophysicists, 
engineering physicists, and physical chemists. Few notable differences 
were found, with the exception of s tr ik ing  differences in color and 
shading shock; but "which is cause and which is e f fe c t ,  are not 
shown by these data" (p. 397).
The (1951a) monograph en tit led  "A Psychological Study of 
Eminent Biologists" was more comprehensive than her preceding work.
A good deal more information about the subjects, in this case 20 
eminent biologists, was presented. In addition to TAT and Rorschach
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tests, much more biographical data were collected. These data in ­
cluded detailed accounts of early history, professional history, 
psychosocial/developmental h istory , religious b e lie fs , and recrea­
tional pursuits. Also, verbal, spa tia l ,  and mathematical test 
scores were presented. In summarizing this extensive amount of 
information, Roe made several statements which can be recognized 
as part of her la te r  theoretical formulations. For example, she 
stated that there was evidence of lack of warmth in many of the 
parental homes, and incidence of deaths, divorce or serious illness  
among parents of biologists was high. Concerning social development, 
she concluded that a general picture of shyness, lateness in develop­
ing in te res t in or being able to express in terest in g i r ls ,  and pre­
sent general uninterest in most social groups was characteristic  of 
a ll  but one or two of the group. She found evidence in the 
Rorschach protocols to indicate that eminent biologists as a group 
had l i t t l e  in terest in interpersonal relations although they were 
adequate in handling such re la tions .
The next study reported by Roe (1951b) was another in the 
series of projects which was supported by the National In s t itu te  of 
Health. This time Roe chose as subjects 22 physicists who were 
interviewed and tested in depth in much the same manner as were the 
biologists in her preceding study. In addition, Rorschach data were 
gathered on another 48 physical scientists but the study concentrated 
mainly on the former group. As a group, the 22 physicists were found 
to be not involved in social groups to any great degree and they did 
not p a r t ic u la r ly  enjoy social relationships. One of the most
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str ik ing  aspects of the TAT protocols was the feeling of independence 
of parents that was so strongly present and the lack of g u i l t  feelings  
over this independence. A general acceptance of aggression as a 
permissible element in behavior was also noted. This group of 
physicists was found to have a s tr ik in g ly  "large amount" of "fre\; 
anxiety" and to have considerably more emotional responsiveness than 
the previously studied biologists.
The 1951c study gathered more data on eminent research 
scientists  using the Rorschach, TAT, and a Verbal-Spatial-Mathematical 
test constructed for these studies. The data presented with the 
1952a study was a new attempt to re la te  test scores to occupational 
categories. Yet, the data presented dealt more with a validation of 
projective techniques. Nevertheless, i t  is interesting that she 
reported the c lin ic ians as being intensely interested in people while 
other types of psychologists were not as interested in persons.
L i t t l e  was said about anthropologists because the sample was s m a l l -  
25 anthropologists as compared to 104 psychologists.
The la s t  in a series of monographs by Roe (1953c) was 
probably the most complete of her studies conducted in this area.
This series o f studies was designed to investigate the existence of 
relationships between l i f e  h istory , in te llec tu a l functioning, and 
personality characteristics and the selection and pursuit of a p a r t i ­
cular science as a profession. A new sample which included 14 
eminent psychologists and eight eminent anthropologists was drawn and 
the data from this group of subjects was compared to the data pre­
viously collected on physical sc ien tis ts . This information included:
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(1) family background including occupations and education of fathers;
(2) early history relevant to occupational choice; (3) psychosocial 
development; (4) TAT results; (5) Rorschach results; and (6) verbal-  
spatial -mathematical test results . Family histories and psychological 
development seemed to indicate patterns involving over-protection and 
firm, i f  net overt, control by parents over psychologists. Among 
anthropologists there was more over-protection and more open h o s t i l i ty .  
Over h a lf  of the anthropologists reacted with more rebelliousness than 
is generally usual, and these were s t i l l  angry or rejecting or dis­
respectful of one or both parents. Social scientists d iffered from 
physical scientists in that they were more concerned at an e a r l ie r
age about personal re lations. Also social scientists reported a 
c o n fl ic t  over dominance and authority and in a number of homes the 
mother was dominant, indicating the poss ib il ity  of d i f f ic u l ty  in 
achieving masculine id e n t if ic a t io n .  Physicists seemed to id en tify  
more easily  with th e ir  fathers. On the Rorschach, the social 
scientists were remarkably productive, rather uncrit ica l and somewhat 
haphazard in the ir  use of rational controls. They were reported to 
be very sensitive, intensively concerned with persons, rather free ly  
aggressive and often troubled with conflicts over dominance and 
authority . I t  was readily  apparent that the data in this monograph 
related more to family history and vocational choice than did the 
results of e a r l ie r  studies.
Roe's book, The Psychology of Occupations, was published in 
1956. I t  attempted to synthesize material from the areas of voca­
tional guidance, industrial psychology, and, to some extent, c l in ic a l
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psychology and in so doing presented a survey of the general f ie ld  
of the psychology of occupations. Roe gathered data which emphasized 
individual differences in in te ll igence, physical a b i l i t y ,  personality, 
culture, and family backgrounds and related these differences to 
vocational choice in very general ways. The la t te r  h a lf  of the book 
was devoted to a detailed elaboration of Roe's c lass if ica tion  of 
occupations. This included numerous studies which described and 
evaluated various occupations. In the final chapter, Roe stated 
implications of occupational psychology for education, psychological 
theory, therapy and society in general. She noted the increasing 
requirements being made for higher education and questioned--"To 
what extent is i t  rea lis t ic?"  Adding that the frequent discrepancy 
between aspiration and re a l i ty  has caused much frustra tion  and un­
happiness. Providing students some first-hand experience with various 
occupational settings would be helpful with insights into the types 
of emotional settings and emotional satisfactions incident to work. 
Changes in high school programs are implied in order to give the 
student some systematic help in finding out what they can do about 
personal satisfaction and d i f f ic u l t ie s  in a job s ituation . The 
problem then is more important than ju s t  raising levels of personal 
individual satisfaction but also includes the preservation and 
development fo r society o f an enormous creative potential which is 
going to waste.
For the vocational counselor implications in her book are 
more d ire c t .  I t  is important to make the counselee more aware of 
his expected job satisfaction in advance of the sort o f  emotional
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reactions that are going to a f fe c t  job satis faction . Many young people 
are unprepared to meet personal frus tra tion  because this aspect never 
occurred to them. Here the counselor can be of immediate and d irect  
help, long before the educational setting can be so modified as to 
deal in some degree with the problem (Roe, 1956, p. 314).
The implications for psychological theory are only expressed 
in a general way. Hence she believes that any development of the 
theory of occupational choice and selection w il l  go far beyond voca­
tional guidance as such, in i ts  implications for normative 
psychological theory generally and for personality theory in p a r t i ­
cular.
The la s t  chapter ends with special attention to the role  
of experience in the family which is seen as crucial in the genesis 
of individual differences in interests and drives. I t  is here that 
she poses two a lte rnative  hypotheses for future checking:
1. The form in which drives find the ir  f i r s t  satisfactions  
w ill  la te r  be expressed as dominant interests .
2. Drives which are most e f fe c t ive ly  frustrated w il l  be 
the ones which w il l  la te r  become dominant motivators, provided that 
the fru s tra t io n  is not so long continued as to result in th e ir  
practical expungement. Individual differences in interests are also 
related to the timing of the emergence of basic needs, and to the 
specific  environmental s ituation at that stage. I t  is interesting  
that she declares:
I t  has become abudantly c lear that the problem of occupa­
tional adjustment is not merely one of matching aptitudes or 
even patterns of aptitudes to establish job requirements for  
these optitudes but, that i t  is as complicated as l i f e
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adjustment, of which i t  is only a facet. . . .  I t  is l ik e ly  also 
to be impossible to be impossible to set them up (research studies) 
with that elegance of design which is so satisfying to the orderly 
mind and so often impossible in research in human lives (p. 314).
Roe and Siegelman (1964) conducted a study in which they 
attempted to show some relationship between childhood experiences 
and various adult a c t iv i t ie s ,  including vocational choice. The 
theoretical framework from which they worked was somewhat d iffe ren t  
from Roe's e a r l ie r  theory. Childhood experiences were assessed by 
several inventories and questionnaires which were given to a sample 
of 24 male and 25 female engineers, 22 male and 23 female social 
workers, and 142 Harvard University seniors from a wide variety of 
majors. The questionnaires included information about the subjects' 
general in te re s t ,  occupational interests and several personality  
measures. Roe and Siegelman hypothesized that early parent-child  
experiences would re la te  to adult in te res t  patterns and that orienta­
tion toward persons as an adult would be a function of the extent and 
satis faction  of early personal re lations. They concluded that the ir  
findings generally supported the ir  major hypothesis. This implied 
that Roe's theory may be valid in accounting for the way childhood 
experiences affected adult orientation toward persons. General re­
sults were mixed and the authors conclude that the person-non-person 
continuum is too sim plistic  for a l l  categories. There were, never­
theless, demonstrated relationships between antecedent measures and 
la te r  occupational choice among males (p. 61).
A good test of the usefulness of a theory lies  in i ts  a b i l i t y  
to stimulate research designed to test i t .  Roe's re la t iv e ly  young 
theory has been successful in terms of such a c r i te r io n .  The f i r s t
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study sp e c if ica l ly  desinged to test Roe's theory was conducted by 
Grigg (1959). He chose to investigate differences in childhood 
recollections about parental treatment among women studying mathe­
matics and science as compared with women studying nursing. He pre­
dicted that the mathematics/science majors would recall a "colder, 
less attentive"  parental a tt itude  than would the nursing students. 
Grigg compared the answers to a 15-item questionnaire about recol­
lections of parental reactions during childhood, feeling’s of accept­
ance as a c h ild ,  and father's and mother's reactions to the responsi­
b i l i t i e s  of parenthood of 24 women graduate nursing students and 20 
women graduate students in chemistry, physics, and mathematics. 
Grigg’ s study is the f i r s t  among nineteen research studies conducted 
through 1978 to test the application o f various aspects of Anne Roe's 
theory. Inquiry with her propositions has produced a wide range of  
findings showing non-supportive and supportive data.
Non-Supportive Studies 
In considering the following non-supportive evidences to be 
reviewed i t  is important to id en tify  some o f  the methodological and 
theoretical aspects that may have contributed to the conflic ting  
findings. Some of the aspects to keep in mind are (1) the overly  
global c lass if ica tions of occupational areas as given in Roe's 
original formulations, (2) the poor v a l id i ty  or r e l ia b i l i t y  of the 
various instruments used in e a r l ie r  studies, (3) the original focus 
of Roe's proposition based on male subjects and, (4) changes over 
the lifespan o f adult subjects' perceptions of the family emotional 
relationship and the retrospective technique of data gathering.
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Two groups of women were used as Ss; one id e n t if ie d  with 
science and mathematics, and the other with nursing, in Grigg's (1959) 
study. The f i r s t  group consisted of 20 graduate students from de­
partments of chemistry, physics, and mathematics and the second group 
consisted of 24 graduate nurses who had been employed as nurses but 
who had returned to graduate school in order to qua lify  fo r higher 
positions. A 15-item questionnaire was devised to measure the kinds 
of parental treatment postulated by Roe. Following is an example of 
the kinds of questions asked;
When I was a c h ild ,  I feel my parents:
 a. Babied me and encouraged dependence
 b. Were somewhat exacting and perfection is t i c  with me
 c. Seemed not to feel close id en t if ic a t io n  or sympathy
for me
 d. Seemed to take me as a part of l i f e  and never got
very upset about things that I did.
Apparently no e a r l ie r  e f fo r t  was made to establish the v a l id i ty  or
r e l ia b i l i t y  of this instrument as no such information was reported.
However, Grigg drew the following conclusions: (1) contrary to Roe's
hypothesis, women who were in nursing did not report s ig n if ican t and
characteris tic  difference in th e ir  early experiences with parents
from women who were associated with science and mathematics; (2)
women in science and mathematics reported s ig n if ic a n t ly  more interest
as children in gadgets and things than in companionship; (3) since
empirical discrimination between nurses and women associated with
science and technology did not occur on the basis o f reported early
experience with parents, i t  appeared that some variab le  other than
experience of parental reactions during childhood was more pertinent
to adult occupational choice. Roe (1959) c r i t ic iz e d  Grigg's study
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because women were used as Ss and because nurses were used to repre­
sent the Service category of ccupations. Roe had previously pointed 
out (Roe, 1956, p. 221} that nurses are not easily  classifed as to the 
in terest group. In addition to Roe's critic ism s, the v a l id ity  and re­
l i a b i l i t y  of the instrument used by Grigg are open to serious question. 
Also, the small samples used did not ju s t i fy  such sweeping generaliza­
tions to entire occupational groups.
Hagen (1960) assessed Roe’ s theory using a longitudinal ap­
proach. Using a large sample (245) of Harvard sophomores f i r s t  con­
tacted between 1938 and 1942, he collected family history data that  
pertained to vocational, soc ial, personal, and medical information. 
Parents, and at times other individuals, provided retrospective  
information about the subjects' childhood personality and parental 
child-rearing practices. Data were also obtained concerning the 
subjects' current practices in rearing the ir  own children. These 
subjects were also required to respond to open-ended questionnaires 
concerning the ir  attitudes and adjustment at work.
The subjects' childhood experiences based on the family 
history data were then rated independently on Roe's three categories 
of child-rearing practices by two judges who agreed in th e ir  assign­
ment o f practices to categories in 70 percent o f the sample. Then 
each subject's occupation was assigned to a category within Roe's 
vocational c lass if ica tio n  scheme and several predictions were made.
I t  was predicted that people in service occupations come from a pro­
tecting childhood climate, people in business contact or general 
cultural occupations from a demanding climate, people in outdoor
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occupations from a rejecting climate, and people in technological 
f ie ld s  from a casual climate. The results indicated that when 
childhood climate was paired with current occupation, only one of 
the ch ild-rearing categories (casual) was s ign ificantly  related to 
current vocation. Half the people from cacual atmosphere were in 
appropriate occupations, which proved to be s ignificant beyond 
the .01 level of probability , but the sample was very small, and in 
view of the lack of predictive success for the other categories, 
Hagen concluded that Roe's theory was not supported by the data.
Assessing Roe's theory on the agreement between childhood 
parental practices and the emergence of orientation toward persons 
or towards non-persons, Hagen s t i l l  fa iled  to find results corro­
borative of Roe's theory. Of 112 subjects classified in the de­
manding or overprotective categories, 69 were in vocations oriented 
toward persons and 43 in careers not-oriented toward persons. Of 
the 42 Ss from rejecting or casual environments, only 16 were in 
occupations not oriented toward persons (which is where the theory 
predicted they should be), while 26 were in fields where orientation  
toward persons was predominant. These distributions fa iled  to be 
s ig n if ic a n t ,  leading to the conclusion that the data f a i l  to support 
Roe's model in even the broadest way.
He adds that some theoretical lim itations seem l ik e ly ,  most 
s ig n if ic a n t ly  the fact that a variety  of orientation is possible 
w ith in  a career so that a sc ien tis t  may be oriented toward persons 
and work in a laboratory or he may be oriented toward persons and 
teach, or administer research projects (Osipow, 1968).
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In 1962 a more in-depth study was conducted by Switzer, Grigg, 
M il le r ,  and Young. They used two groups of male students as Ss in 
the ir  study. One group was composed of m in isterial students, the 
other of chemistry majors. Each group was given a questionnaire 
which assumed to measure the Ss1 perception of the parental attitudes  
characteris tic  of ministers and chemists, according to Roe's theory; 
namely, overdemanding and re jecting , respectively. The questionnaire 
contained two scales (re jecting  and demanding) designed to measure 
each parent separately. Thus four scores were obtain from each S_. On 
the basis of Roe's hypothesis, the prediction was made that the 
m inisteria l group would perceive their  parents as having been more 
demanding than the chemistry group. The results of the study were 
not in agreement with the prediction. The m in isteria l students did 
not score higher on the over-demanding scale and the chemistry 
students did not score higher on the rejecting scale. The scaling 
techniques of this study l e f t  something to be desired in that 
evidence fo r  the v a l id i ty  of the questionnaire was lacking.
Utton (1962) also conducted a study which tested Roe's 
theory. He used four groups of women as Ss— social workers and 
occupational therapists, whom Roe described as being oriented toward 
persons, and d ie t it ia n s  and laboratory technicians who are described 
as being oriented ch ie fly  toward nonpersonal a c t iv i t ie s .  All Ss were 
given the Allport-Vernon-Lindsey Study of Values and a Childhood 
Experience Rating Scale.
Consistent with Roe's theory, the social workers and occupa­
tional therapists were found to show greater a l t r u is t ic  love of people
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than did the d ie t i t ia n s  and laboratory technicians. However, the 
S_s employed in person oreinted occupations did not recall the ir  
childhood family environment as being any warmer than did the S_s 
employed in non-person oriented occupations. Further analysis of 
the data revealed that there was more s im ila r ity  between the re­
collection of the social workers and the laboratory technicians than 
between the other professional groups represented. The social 
workers f e l t  less accepted by the ir  parents than did e ither the 
occupational therapists or the d ie t i t ia n s .  There was a greater 
rapport between the d ie t it ia n s  and th e ir  parents than between the 
social workers and th e ir  parents. Utton interpreted the results 
of this study as not supporting Roe's theory. But he also made 
allowances fo r  the fac t  that the Childhood Experience Rating Scale 
may have been easily  biased by response set toward the scale, and 
Ss might have had l i t t l e  d i f f ic u l ty  in identify ing those items which 
reflected a noncommital a tt i tu d e .
Crites (1962) desinged a study to test the hypothesis that 
a continuum of importance of interpersonal relations exists for occu­
pations. He required 100 students to rank eight occupational f ie lds  
with respect to the degree that the f ie ld s  required interpersonal 
relations with people as the main work a c t iv i ty  of the job. Crites  
concluded that Roe's theoretical scale was not as valid as the 
empirically derived scale that he developed, a t  least so fa r  as the 
ordering of judgments about job orientation toward persons or towards 
non-persons is concerned. Although the differences between the two 
orders is s l ig h t ,  an over-emphasis in Roe's theory of the degree of
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importance that person orientation  has for a career f ie ld  might be 
p a r t ia l ly  responsible for the fa ilu re  of research to va lidate  Roe's 
position.
Brunkan and Crites (1964), c r i t ic a l  of the e ffo rts  that have 
been made by other investigators to test Roe's theory, developed a 
more e ffec tive  instrument with which to assess family background 
factors that might be related to vocational choice. However, in 
Brunkan1 s (1965) f i r s t  attempt to apply the instrument to test Roe's 
theory, no systematic connection between early environment and 
orientation  of occupational choice was found. Brunkan administered 
the FRI to 298 college undergraduate male students enrolled in 
psychology courses. As part of this study in which the relationship  
of parental attitudes and parental iden tif ica tion  to "probable," 
"possible," and "fantasy" vocational choices was analyzed, he 
hypothesized that: (1) choices in the Service, General Culture and
Arts and Entertainment occupations would be accompanied by high 
scores on parental concentration; (2) choices in the Technological 
occupations would be accompanied by a high degree of parental 
acceptance; and (3) choices of S c ien tif ic  careers would be accompanied 
by a high degree of parental avoidance. Their vocational choice was 
obtained from Trow's Vocational Choice Inventory which yielded pro­
bable, possible, and fantasy vocational choices. Analysis of variance 
revealed no overall s ig n if ican t  differences among any occupational 
choices on any of the FRI scales and Brunkan concluded that this  
study showed no support fo r  Roe's theory. Nevertheless, the choices 
in s c ie n t i f ic  careers were accompanied by a high degree o f  parental 
avoidance.
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More recent studies such as Oavid Smart's (1969) study at 
the University of Utah, also found no s ign ificant differences among 
occupational groups on any of the FRI scales in a m ultivariate  
analysis of variance. Data was gathered from 190 male S_s from seven 
d if fe re n t  occupational categories. These occupational categories 
corresponded to Roe's c lass if ica tion  system and each subject f i l l e d  
out two inventories, (1) the Family Relations Inventory, and (2) a 
biographical information inventory. The design of the f i r s t  analysis 
was a 7 x 2 factoria l with seven levels of occupations and two levels  
of b ir th  order serving as independent variables and the six FRI 
scales serving as dependent variables. The design of the second 
analysis was a 7 x 2 x 2  fa c to r ia l .  Among the explanations of the 
resu lts , the following poss ib il it ies  were advanced: (1) Roe's pre­
dicted occupational choice is too narrow, not taking enough of the 
factors which influence choice into account; (2) the retrospective  
technique of data-gathering may not be valid; (3) the range of 
occupational a c t iv it ie s  per level that were sampled was too narrow; 
and (4) a biased sample of Ss may have been obtained by using only 
Ss who vo luntarily  returned questionnaires by mail.
Appleton (1969) a t  the State University of New York a t  
Buffalo also questions the fact that much of the research has been 
done on a post hoc basis in which the subjects are c lass ified  as 
members of an occupational group and are asked to recall the ir  
parent-child relationships. He questions the assumption that a 
p articu la r occupation is to ta l ly  e ither person or non-person oriented. 
He designed a study to investigate the relationship between early  
childhood experiences and vocational preferences of eighth grade
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school children (N = 425). A measure of person-orientation involved 
in the occupations as seen by the individual and the students' 
vocational preferences were obtained. A 2 x 2 m ultivariate  analysis 
of variance was used to investigate the relationship between early  
childhood experiences and vocational preference, and the person- 
orientation  aspect through the use of a Pearson Product-moment 
corre la tion . Two of the instruments were forms of the Roe-Siegelman 
Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire for father and mother. The th ird  
instrument was designed to measure the perceived person orientation  
in the subjects' chosen future vocation.
Some of Appleton's conclusions question the usefulness of  
the Roe-Siegelman questionnaire as a tool with which eighth graders 
may be questioned; and the c lass if ica tion  system on a toward person 
or towards non-person continuum may be a source of error. S ta t is ­
t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t support for the theory was not found. Additional 
information obtained beyond the stated hypotheses through treatment 
of the data shows that a measure o f-to ta l  family atmosphere may be 
su ff ic ie n t  when one is dealing with parent-child relationships, and 
s ig n if ican t ly  boys choosing occupations c lassified  as toward non­
persons do see less opportunity for interpersonal a c t iv ity  than do 
g ir ls  making the same choices. The lack of significance for g ir ls  
may be a ttr ibu tab le  to the fact that in the American culture i t  is 
d i f f i c u l t  for g ir ls  to choose occupations which are charac te r is t i­
ca l ly  "towards non-persons" and when they do the ir  roles involve 
person-oriented ac t iv it ies  (Appleton, p. 72).
Simmons (1975) used the FRI and the Biographical Questionnaire 
with 296 Texas Community College students, who had selected programs
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in f ive  occupational areas, found support for the null hypotheses.
Null hypotheses based upon no association between biographical data 
and family atmosphere were supported. However, these exceptions are 
notable: (1) subjects who had job experience in the ir  occupational
choice perceived fathers as accepting (p. < .06), and Ss who had no 
experience yet with their  occupational in terest perceived their  
fathers as avoiding (p <.05); (2) S_s representing d iffe ren t ethnic 
groups d iffered  as follows— Blacks perceived th e ir  fathers as more 
concentrating (p < .01), Mexican-Americans perceived their mothers 
as more concentrating (p <.05) and th e ir  fathers as avoiding (p < .05),  
and Caucasians perceived the ir  mothers (p <.05) and fathers (p <.01) 
as being less concentrating.
The only h int of support for the person-non-person aspect 
of Roe's theory was in the weighed composite scores on the FRI and 
expressed occupational choice.
Supportive Studies
Nachmann (1960) investigates the process whereby certain 
groups d i f fe r  in childhood experiences that might lead to the d i f ­
ferences in vocational choice and the personality needs so 
expressed. The three occupations selected were assumed to meet 
three very d i f fe re n t  need systems. Nachmann f e l t  that law required 
the individual to come to terms with authority and with the roles of 
society. The three central characteristics of the lawyers' work are: 
(1) the prominence of verbal aggression, (2) a concern with the human 
ju s t ice ,  and (3) the exercise of a privileged curiosity  about the 
lives of others. In such a vocation, hostile  and aggressive feelings
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are acceptable and often admired. The job o f  the social worker, on 
the other hand, although permitting acknowledgement of hostile  and 
aggressive feelings, demands that the worker in no way express them. 
The concern is for the s p i r i t  rather than the le t t e r  of the law and 
the social worker's relationship with authority is neither one of 
open co n fl ic t  nor yet of submissive acceptance. Curiosity and in­
quiry into the lives of c lients  is characteristic  of this occupation 
although this curiosity  is renounced as a source of personal g r a t i f i ­
cation. In the th ird  occupation, dentis try , manual s k i l l  is of much 
importance. Verbal aggression is neither required as in law, nor 
forbidden as in social work. The aggressive qua lity  of the work may 
be seen in the grinding, d r i l l in g ,  cutting, e tc . ,  necessary to the 
job.
Nachmann set about to test his own series of hypotheses which 
had been made e a r l ie r  (Roe, 1956) about differences in childhood 
experiences of the members of the three groups. Through a series 
of biographical interviews with twenty student members of each 
occupational group, the early childhood experiences and parent- 
child relations were established. The results sustained most of the 
hypotheses made by Nachmann.
Another study u t i l iz in g  psychoanalytic theory in job analysis 
was described by Gal inski (1962). Gal inski again assumed that 
occupations provide opportunities for impulse expression and that 
developmental experiences play a part in predisposing the individual 
to choose particu lar occupations. Forty male graduate students in 
physics and c l in ic a l  psychology a t  the University o f Michigan were
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used as subjects. I t  was established that, in general, c l in ic a l  
psychologists had more opportunity to be curious about interpersonal 
re la tions , had more dominant mothers with whom they had closer and 
warmer relationships, and had less conventional home environments 
which were ch a rac te r is t ica lly  more f le x ib le  and manifested more 
in terest in the opposite sex. Physicists, on the other hand, had 
more dominant, c learly  masculine fathers, whom they took as identity  
models. They received more in te llec tu a l stimulation from th e ir  
families and experienced more r ig id  d isc ip line , stressing obedience 
and meted out by the fathers.
Bordin, Nachmann, and Segal (1963) attempted to present a 
scheme which identif ied  the g ra t if ica t io n s  offered by three specific  
occupations. The importance of early experiences is emphasized in­
asmuch as the modes of obtaining g ra t if ic a t io n  are assumed to o r i ­
ginate in early childhood experience. The theoretical framework 
for the paper grows out of three studies: Segal (1961), Nachmann
(1960), and Gal inski (1962). The preliminary assumptions and con­
siderations are:
1. There is continuity in development which links the e a r l i ­
est work of the organism in food-getting, mastery of the body and 
coping with the stimulations of the environment to the most highly 
abstract and complex types of in te llec tu a l and physical a c t iv i t ie s  
that exist..
2. That the complex adult a c t iv i t ie s  retain the same in ­
stinctual sources of g ra t i f ic a t io n  as simple in fa n t i le  ones.
3. That although the re la t iv e  strengths and configurations
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of needs are subject ot continual modifications throughout the l i f e  
span, t h e i r  essential pattern is determined in the f i r s t  six years 
of 1i fe  (Segal, 1963).
The authors were careful to point out that they excluded 
from consideration a l l  those people who do not derive g ra t if ic a t io n
from th e ir  worx in and of i t s e l f .  The occupations of accounting,
social work, and plumbing were then analyzed on a number of dimensions.
t
The dimensions were based on psychoanalytic assumptions about the 
results o f childhood experiences. For example, the f i r s t  two 
dimensions dea lt with nurturance and were labelled feeding and 
fostering.
Segal (1963) attempted to study the personality of the 
members of two occupational groups, creative writers and accountants. 
Inasmuch as the stereotypes o f these two occupations carry diame­
t r ic a l ly  opposed ideas with respect to conformity, he f e l t  that the
difference between the groups would be related to conforming to
social values. Assuming that conformity relates to a willingness  
to sac r if ice  ind iv iduality  in early childhood, the author is able 
to draw up a number of hypotheses. The instruments used were: 
Rorschach, Bender-Gestalt, and a b r ie f  one-page autobiography 
w ritten by each of the subjects.
The results of the research were that seventeen variables  
tested reached the f iv e  percent level of significance. Inasmuch as 
these hypotheses were based on information about the kinds of a c t i ­
v i t ie s  that the members of the two occupational groups perform and 
the re la t ion  o f these a c t iv i t ie s  to the satisfaction of the
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ind iv idual's  needs, the role of personality in vocational development 
was c lear ly  established.
The need to design a longitudinal study eliminating many of 
the d i f f ic u l t ie s  encountered in post hoc research prompted Roe and 
Siegelman (1964) to investigate the relationship between antecedent 
and subsequent variables using a more refined design. Their work, 
published as an APGA Inquiry Study en tit led  “The Origin of Interests ,"  
made use o f one hundred and forty-two Harvard University seniors 
(class o f 1961) and adults in selected occupations (men and women 
engineers and social workers). The instruments used to define 
antecedent variables were a biographical questionnaire, an interview, 
and the Roe-Siegelman Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire.
The subsequent variables were examined through the use of 
a Biographical Questionnaire, an interview, and the Person Interest  
Inventory, in which expressed in te res ts , occupational orientation ,  
and measures of person orientation were obtained. Person orientation  
versus non-person orientation was considered as a bipolar continuum.
I t  was hypothesized that the degree of person-orientation in la te r  
l i f e  is generally positively  related to the amount of love and 
attention received in childhood from parents. In this study signi­
f icant relationships were demonstrated between some antecedent 
measures. Factor scores called lov ing -re jec ting , overt parental 
attention , and present social a c t iv i ty  were re lated . As predicted, 
the factor casual-demanding proved to have l i t t l e  or no e ffe c t  on 
the ind iv idual's  degree of person-orientation. The study concluded 
with statements to the e ffe c t  that women engineers have backgrounds
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that are generally characterized by discontinuity and d i f f ic u l t ie s  of 
m*ny cnrt? hut in which they had good parental re la tions , particu larly  
with th e ir  fathers. Both male and female social workers had back­
grounds which might be characterized as stressful .
McArthur (1966) describes the results of his work with Roe
at the Harvard School of Education Center for Research in Careers in
1966. He reported a longitudinal study in which the hypothesis was 
tested that men from loving or re jecting , demanding or protective, 
neglecting or casual homes would develop d i f fe re n t  values, d iffe ren t  
interests and, as a resu lt ,  would pursue d i f fe re n t  careers. The 
three variables used to describe the subjects were social class, 
dominant parent, and reaction to family. When the occupations of 
the subjects in th is  study were c lassified  along these dimensions, 
and the backgrounds of the subjects were analyzed, there appeared 
to be marked differences in the strength and status of the p a r t ic i ­
pant's fathers.
French (1959) made the observation that i f  we can generalize 
from this Harvard group, there are forces and factors at work long 
before entrance into an occupation which tend to d irect men towards 
certain occupations and away from others. Occupational membership 
can be predicted, he concluded.
Green and Parker (1965) described the results of a study in
which the Roe-Siegelman Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire was 
administered to Seventh graders and related to expected occupational 
choices. Occupational choices in this study were c lassified  as 
person-oriented or non-person-oriented.
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The results of Green and Parker's study indicated that boys 
exhibited a person-orientation in th e ir  choices of occupations when 
either parent relationship was positive (tha t is to say, when parental 
behavior on the part of e ither parent would be characterized as 
positive, casual, and rewarding--direct ob ject) .  G ir ls ,  on the other 
hand, showed a non-person orientation with negative parent re la t io n ­
ships (demanding, re jecting , or punishing— symbolic-love). The 
influence of the father on the occupational orientation of g ir ls  
appeared to be much stronger than that of the mothers and the 
authors concluded "that the e ffec t of the two punishing scales is 
to apparently mask an already weak relationship (g ir ls -m others ). 1 
I f  the relationship is strong (g i r ls - fa th e r s ) , i t  can overcome the 
distortion  to which the two punishing scales might have contributed. 
There was no tendency for g ir ls  to select towards-persons occupations 
as a resu lt  of loving, protecting, casual, rewarding (symbolic love 
or d irect object) parent-child relationships. The authors f e l t  that  
when the occupational choice is dichotomized on a towards person, 
towards non-person basis, the occupational choice in i t s e l f  does 
not y ie ld  an e ffec tive  means of exploring vocational development.
This is consistent with the idea that the levels described within  
the occupational groups may allow for the expression of towards 
person or towards non-person orientations. The selection of younger 
subjects by Green and Parker was made to reduce the amount of re tro ­
spection used in answering the questionnaire and increase the 
probability  that experiences would be r e a l is t ic a l ly  reported. In a 
la te r  study, Parker, et a l . (1967) report that Lambert revised the
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Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire and found that a one hundred 
items revision was as re l ia b le  as the original one hundred and th ir ty  
item questionnaire.
Medinnus (1965) offered some support for the prevalent idea 
that in parental interaction the mother exerts the greater influence 
on the child 's personality in the early years in contemporary American 
Society. Using the Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire (PCR) he 
tested 44 Ss (mean age 18), and found that the correlations between 
the self-regard measures and evaluations of parents' child-rearing  
attitudes are higher fo r males than for females as a provocative
relationship for further study. I t  suggests that in la te  adolescence
the boy's self-acceptance is more dependent upon perceived parental 
attitudes toward him than is the case of g i r ls .  Further occupational 
role is an important part of th is identity  search for the boy in a 
time when parental pressures fo r  achievement are exerted on him.
Brunkan and Crites (1964) developed an inventory to measure 
Roe's three parental a tt i tu d e  variables: acceptance, concentration,
and avoidance. The Family Relations Inventory (FRI) was developed 
for greater r e l ia b i l i t y  and content v a l id ity  than other instruments 
used e a r l ie r  to test the theory (Grigg, 1959; Hagen,1960; Utton, 1962; 
Roe and Siegelman, 1963; Switzer, et a l . ,  1962). The emphasis in 
constructing the FRI was upon perceived parental a tt itu d es , since 
Roe's theory implies that i t  is the ind iv idual's  in terpretation  of
his experiences with his mother and father, rather than th e ir  actual
behavior, which s ig n if ic a n t ly  influences his vocational choice.
The tes t-re tes t  r e l i a b i l i t y  coeffic ients for the FRI are quite high,
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which indicates that i t  appears to be an accurate as well as an 
in te rna lly  consistent measuring instrument.
One way to establish the v a l id i ty  of a test is to show that 
i t  d iffe ren tia te s  between two groups which d i f fe r  on the variable  
supposedly measured by the test. With respect to parental a tt itu d es ,  
there is increasing evidence that the mothers and fathers of de lin ­
quents and criminals e ither neglect or re jec t their  children.
Glueck and Glueck (1959), for example, found that in 70 to 95 percent 
of the families which produced delinquent boys (1) there was l i t t l e  
family cohesiveness (acceptance), (2) both parents were in d if fe ren t  
or hostile  toward the child (avoidance), (3) the d iscip line codings 
of the father were overs tr ic t  or e r ra t ic  (overdemanding concentration), 
and (4) the supervision by the mother was unsuitable (overprotective  
concentration). From these findings, we would expect that prison 
inmates would generally score higher than college students on the 
"avoidance" and "concentration" scales of the FRI, i f  i t  is a valid  
measure of these parental a tt itudes . The Brunkan and Crites study 
confirmed the predicted differences using inmates and students. I t  
is reasonable to conclude that the prisoners' perception of th e ir  
parents as more rejecting contributes to the v a l id ity  of the FRI as 
a measure applicable to Roe's theory of vocational decision-making.
Lambert (1966) developed a revision of the Parent-Child 
Relations Questionnaire (PCR) designed to test the Roe hypotheses 
among adolescent g i r ls .  The Lambert-Parker Revision of the PCR 
(L-PPCR), appears to be an instrument capable of providing re l ia b le  
information about parent-child re lationships, the towards person and
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non-person orientation and vocational interests. Lambert's study 
dots not conclusively support Roe's theory but the predominant 
direction is favorable. For example, g i r ls '  relationships with 
mothers who were cold, re jec ting , and demanding, were oriented 
towards non-person occupations more often than towards person oc­
cupations .
Looking at the job changes made by a group of 804 men over 
a period of 22 years, Roe e t  a l . (1966) gave support to her order­
ing o f occupational groups according to the primary focus of the work 
a c t iv i t y .  Roe and Hutchinson (1968), in analyzing the job changes 
of these men find that job change is not random. Probability  of 
change from one group to any other varies d irec t ly  with the nearness 
of one group to another and decreases as distances between occupa­
tional groups increases. I f  the Roe c lass if ica tion  system were un­
related to real categories in the occupational structure, the groups 
would be random sub-samples of the to ta l population. The General 
Culture (V I I )  c lass if ica tion  showed highly s ign ificant gross s ta b i l i ty  
and external s ta b i l i t y .
Roe's c lass if ica tion  system has been an a lte rn ative  focus of 
research from that of the theory. This in terest has been the empha­
sis in the research of Mier (1970); Moser, Dubin and Shebky (1956); 
Osipow (1966); Roe et a l . (1966); Klos (1967); Borgen and Weiss 
(1968); and Lunneborg and Lunneborg (1968).
8orgen and Weiss (1968) report data permitting a d irect test  
of the relationship between Roe's occupational categories and several 
em pirically measured characteristics of occupations. Their instru­
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ment, the Minnesota Job Description Questionnaire, assesses the d i f ­
ferential reward characteristics of occupations. Subjects were 2,976 
immediate supervisors of workers in 81 d if fe re n t  occupations and 
several hundred d if fe re n t  firms. They conclude that:
The results of this study provide empirical confirmation for 
several of the dimensions which Roe (1956) postulates as under­
lying her c lass if ica tio n  of occupations le v e l .  S p ec ifica lly ,  
these results imply that in higher level occupations in Roe's 
system, workers are more l ik e ly  to “make decisions on th e ir  own" 
(Responsibility), “try  out their  own ideas" (C re a t iv i ty ) ,  "plan 
the ir  work with l i t t l e  supervision" (Autonomy), and to a lesser 
degree, " te l l  other workers what to do" (Authority ). In addition  
to these specific  expectations derived from Roe's system the re­
sults indicated several other dimensions o f  reinforcement which 
are s ig n if ican t ly  related to Roe's occupational Level. Workers 
at higher Roe levels appear to be more l ik e ly  to "get a feeling  
of accomplishment" (Achievement), "make use of th e ir  individual 
a b i l i t ie s "  (A b i l i ty  U t i l iz a t io n ) ,  "have the position of 'some­
body' in the community" (Social Status), and less l ik e  to "have 
bosses who t ra in  th e ir  men well" (Supervision-Technical).
. . . The present results suggest a factual basis for this  
satisfaction hierarchy, namely that occupations at higher levels 
are more l ik e ly  to provide satisfaction simply because there are 
a greater number of reinforcers present in higher level occupa­
tions .
The results of this study provide independent confirmation 
of some of the variables that Roe hypothesized as the basis for  
her level c la s s if ic a t io n .
Byers, Forrest, and Zaccaria (1968) u t i l iz e d  a m inisterial 
sample of both theological students (79 jun ior and 65 sernior students) 
and adult clergymen (127 Ss). A number of s ig n if ican t relations were 
found in regard to recalled early parent-child re la tions , inventoried 
adult needs, and occupational choice u t i l iz in g  the Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule and the Family Relations Inventory (FRI). These 
Ss f e l l  into the General Culture Group V I I .  Adult needs as measured 
by the EPPS were found to be s ign ifican tly  related to certain recalled  
early parent-child relations as measured by the FRI. Correlated with 
the m in isteria l Ss' recall of the ir  fathers ' a tt itude  toward them as
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concentrating was a s ign ificant decrease in th e ir  need for change.
According to Roe's theory individuals gravitating  toward 
occupational Group V II  (General Culture) should be re la t iv e ly  homo­
geneous in terms of early parent-child relations and adult needs 
and should be s ign ifican tly  d if fe re n t  from a representative national 
sample. Although some aspects of Roe's theory received support from 
this study, the authors indicated that the general correlations were 
low. Byers, Forrest, and Zaccaria indicate that i t  would be profitab le  
to pursue how work requirements and work styles d i f f e r  within any 
given occupation because of d i f fe re n t ia l  dynamics operating with re­
gard to the occupational choice of individuals fo r any group. Thus, 
future research might attempt to id en tify  d i f fe re n t ia l  work styles 
within a given occupation group and early parent-child re lations.
Arnold M. Medvene (1969) took the above suggestion and 
analyzed the responses of 461 male graduate students majoring in 
psychology at the University of Maryland. The occupation of 
psychology was divided into two groups: one that does not involve
a direction relationship to people, e .g . ,  developmental, educational 
experimental, social and engineering psychology; and one that does 
involve a d irect relationship with people, e .g . ,  c l in ic a l  counseling, 
in d u str ia l,  and school psychology, as established by the 1965 
Dictionary of Occupational T i t l e s . Such a procedure takes into  
account that within occupational groups there may be both person- 
orier.ted and non-person-oriented dynamics.
Using a Chi-Square analysis Medvene found that: in the
entire  sampling population Ss in both the Son-Father-Concentratinq
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and Son-Father-Acceptinq categories did, in s ig n if ic a n t ly  greater 
numbers, enter one of the four person-oriented occupations. The 
S_s in the Son-Mother-Avoidinq category did, in s ig n if ic a n t ly  greater 
numbers, enter one of the f ive  non-person-oriented occupations in 
psychology. In the doctoral sample population used, the Ss in both 
the Son-Father-Concentrati nq and the Son-Father-Accepti nq categories 
did, in s ign ifican tly  greater numbers, enter one of the four person- 
oriented occupations in psychology. Ss in the Son-Father-Avoidinq 
and the Son-Mother-Avoidinq categories did, in s ig n if ic a n t ly  greater  
numbers, enter one of the f iv e  non-person-oriented occupations in 
psychology.
In l ig h t  of th is evidence i t  can be said that a relationship  
between early parent-child relations and subsequent occupational 
choice does ex is t,  and that within the occupation of psychology 
l i e  both person-oriented and non-person oriented areas (Medvene,
1969).
Appleton and Hansen (1969) used secondary school students 
uncommitted to an occupation to investigate a single factor (nur- 
turance) in the ch ild 's  relationship with both parents. The Parent 
Child Relationship questionnaire was used with 173 randomly selected 
students in a lower middle-class suburban community in western New 
York. The students oriented towards persons had s ig n if ic a n t ly  
higher need-nurturance than the non-person-oriented students. The 
m ultivaria te  F-ra tio  disclosed that there are s ig n if ican t differences  
between students choosing person-oriented and non-person-oriented 
vocations when parental relations and need-nurturance are considered
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together.
Medvene and Shueman (1978)found that previous fa ilures of 
research to support Roe's theory have been due to global study and 
classifications of occupational groups.
Three hundred and forty male engineering students (mechanical, 
aerospace, chemical, e le c tr ic a l)  were asked th e ir  chosen major job 
function and were asked to complet the Family Relations Inventory 
describing the ir  views of their  parents' attitudes and behavior 
toward them. A Chi-Square analysis was used to investigate any 
sign ifican t relationships between the categorization of parents as 
Accepting, Avoidng, or Concentrating and engineering major or job 
function (Basic Research, Applied Research and Development, Product 
and Process Engineering, and Sales and Technical Service). Medvene 
and Shueman found that engineering students in general are more 
l ik e ly  to describe the ir  dominant parent as Avoiding than as e ither  
Accepting or Concentrating, which supports Roe's propositions. In 
addition, students choosing a Sales and Technical Service Job func­
tion (defined as person oriented) are more l ik e ly  to describe the ir  
dominant parent as Accepting, while those in the other three function 
groups (defined as non-person oriented) are more l ik e ly  to describe 
th e ir  dominant parent as Avoiding. The results o f fe r  new support for  
Roe's (1957) theory that individuals reared in families where the 
dominant parent is perceived as primarily Avoiding develop spheres 
of in te res t centered around non-person-oriented occupations.
The pioneer research on the relationship between vocational 
satisfaction and needs g ra t if ic a t io n  was conducted by Hoppock in the
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early 1930s (C rites , 1969). Hoppock administered his Job Satisfaction  
Blank to 500 teachers in and around the metropolitan New York area 
along with other measures. Some of the conclusions were (1935b, pp. 
26-40):
1. The satis fied  showed fewer indications of emotional mal­
adjustment.
2. The satis fied  were more re lig ious.
3. The satis fied  earned about the same as the d issatis fied .
4. Familial relationships and social status were more 
favorable among the sa t is f ied .
5. More of the sa tis fied  ac t ive ly  "selected" th e ir  vocations 
rather than getting into them by "chance."
Kuhlen (1963) has also studied need satisfaction  in re lation  
to vocational satisfaction  and suggested some hypotheses: (1) those
individuals whose measured needs are re la t iv e ly  stronger than the 
potential of the occupation for satisfying those needs w il l  tend to 
have more fru s tra tion  and hence w il l  be less sa tis fied  with the ir  
occupation: (2) this relationship w il l  hold to a greater degree
among men than among women. Kuhlen collected data from 203 teachers- 
in service (108 males, 95 females) and confirmed the f i r s t  two 
hypotheses. Two qua lif ications should be noted. F i rs t ,  the re la t io n ­
ship holds only for men, presumably because the occupation (teaching) 
is more important to them as a source of need satis faction  than i t  is 
to women; and, second, vocational satisfaction was correlated with 
perceived, not actual satisfaction of needs in the occupation (C rites ,  
1969, p. 512).
Positive expectations of positive attitudes towards teaching 
seem to stem from g ra t if ic a t io n  of the need for se lf -ac tu a liza t io n  in 
one's work (Tanner and Lindgren, 1971). The cross-cultural applica­
tions of this proposition seems evident. A study completed in 1964
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by the Socio-Pedagogical Laboratory of the National Pedagogical 
In s t itu te  in Mexico reveals certain insights into the cu ltu ra l,  
economic and social l i f e  of school teachers in Mexico City ( G i l l ,
1969, p. 100). The researchers concluded that teachers express 
s ig n if ican tly  more love for the ir  profession when i t  is fre e ly  
chosen, 36 percent of the teachers sampled expressed high satisfaction  
with th e ir  job, and the chief reason for expected change to another 
job was economic.
Shappell, H a ll ,  and T arr ie r 's  (1971) study adds findings that 
support the hierarchical arrangement of needs as postulated by Maslow 
and Roe as they are revealed in occupational terms (p. 46). Their 
randomly selected sample was comprised of 1,025 high school students 
(600 sophomores and 425 seniors) from three suburban public schools 
in Hawaii, North Carolina, and Florida. The consistently higher 
scores achieved by seniors on most of the scales indicate that their  
closer proximity to occupations and maturity were consistent with 
the higher order level needs measured by Personal Satisfaction, 
Belongingness, Se lf-A ctualization , and Creativity-Independence on 
the instrument developed by the author.
Certa in ly , Roe's model is comprehensive. She states proposi­
tions and behavioral implications which have stimulated the numerous 
attempts to test the theory. The in a b i l i ty  of many investigators  
to put the theory to a rigorous test is recognizable and is probably 
the resu lt  of the basic d i f f ic u l ty  of adequately assessing parent- 
child interactions a f te r  they have occurred. Such aspects, according 
to Osipow's (1968) review of the theory are not easily  resolved even
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through the use of longitudinal studies. A summary of the research 
is presented now in order to aid the reader in evaluating and under­
standing the extensive research that has and s t i l l  stimulates inquiry 
into occupational in te res t and choice based upon Roe's Theory.
Summary of Research on Anne Roe's Theory
Roe’s predictions o f occupational in terest and choice have 
been studied from many points o f  view and with references to a variety  
of antecedents or determinants such as family background, needs, 
parent-child in teraction , sex, b irth  order, etc. S ign ifican t cor­
relations have been reported but research has been plagued with in­
consistent findings and p art ia l  support for Roe's theory. Roe's 
theory has focused on person orientation dimensions, needs satis fac­
tion , and parent-child re lations as v ita l  antecedents in vocational 
development. Her work has served as a guide to the study of the 
interaction between the early childhood experiences and the develop­
ment of person orientation dimensions, which influence the in terest  
in one or more related general vocational choice groups.
Roe's research into the l i f e  and background of eminent male 
scien tis ts , being an imaginative step forward in an attempt to re la te  
personality factors to occupational choice, has paved the way for her 
subsequent theoretical statements about the antecedents of vocational 
choice. However, an appraisal of her work must conclude tha t  the 
v a l id i ty  of her early studies of eminent scientists  is dependent upon 
the accuracy of the retrospective reports givtn about th e ir  parents' 
attitudes and behaviors, early preferences and in te res ts , feelings  
about themselves and other people, and also upon Roe's c l in ic a l
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interpretations of the interviews given along with the Rorschach and 
TAT in terpre ta tions. Any generalization from her early conclusions 
to the general population must take this into account.
In order to understand vocational development in general 
specific studies in d if fe re n t  cultural situations are useful in view 
of the assumption that culture provides a context in which the ind i­
vidual validates his vocational se lf  (Stump, Jordan, & Friesen,
1967).
More recent attempts to test Roe's theory have been done 
based on objective measures of perceived attitudes in the family  
emotional a tt itu td es ; e .g . ,  PCR, BQ, FRI. These instruments have 
been used to assess the three basic parental attitudes proposed: 
Emotional Concentrating, Accepting and Avoiding; these three a t t i ­
tudes reputally  serve as antecedents la te r  towards person or non- 
towards person orientation and subsequent vocational d irections.  
Emotional Concentration represents over-protective or over-demanding 
parental attitudes and lead the child to develop a more towards 
person orientation than not, when compared to the Avoidance category 
which represents parental attitudes that lead the child to an 
orientation non-towards persons.
Studies conducted on the theoretical propositons amenable 
to research with objective measures have reported a varie ty  of  
findings since 1959. A total of twenty-six d if fe re n t  attempts have 
been made to test both aspects of the general theory: the parental
dimensions of this inquiry, or the occupational c lass if ica t io n  sys­
tem developed.
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3runkan and Crites (1964) devoted th e ir  e ffo rts  to develop­
ing a s a t is t ic a l ly  re liab le  instrument (FRI) to assess the parental 
attitude  variables described by Roe. Lambert (1966) developed a re­
vision of the Roe and Siegelman Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire, 
which was used as the Lambert-Parker Revision (L-P PCR) with 
adolescent g i r ls ,  and reported that the predominant directions favor 
Roe's predictions of non-person orientation for the cold, re jec ting ,  
and demanding relationship with mothers. Shappeli, Hall, and Tarr ie r  
(1971) report support for the hierarchical arrangement of needs in 
occupational satis faction , as postulated by Maslow and Roe, as they 
are revealed in occupational terms and they also consider counseling 
applications for Roe's model.
Seven studies have been devoted to the occupational c la s s i f i ­
cation system proposed in the dimensions of a c t iv i ty  and levels  
(Moser, Dubin and Shelsky, 1956; Meir, 1959; Crites, 1962; Osipow, 
1966; Kios, 1967; Lunneborg and Lunneborg, 1968; Borgen and Weiss,
1968). Out of these studies only four support the original scheme.
Studies on selected aspects of Roe's general theory have 
used 9,505 or more Ss and each o f the occupational groups have been 
represented by students or professionals in the f ie lds  described.
The ages for the Ss rnage from seventh-graders expressing the ir  
"probable,'' "possible," and "fantasy" choices to adults successfully 
involved in an occupational group and male doctoral level students 
with the f ie ld  of Psychology. Seven studies (Grigg, 1959; Hagen, 
1960; Switzer et a l . ,  1962; Utton, 1962; Smart, 1969; Appleton,
1969; Brown, 1971) have found no s ign ifican t support fo r the theory, 
when using the range of occupational c lassifications or more than
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one c la s s if ic a t io n  for comparisons. Seven studies have found partia l  
support favoring some of the theory predictions (Hagen, 1960; Roe & 
Siegelman, 1964; Green & Parker, 1965; Byers, Forrest & Zaccaria,
1968; Appleton & Hasen, 1969; Simmons, 1975). Three studies have 
found s ig n if ican t  support for the theoretical predictions (Bunkan & 
Crites, 1964; Medvene, 1969; Medvene & Shueman, 1978), when using 
a selected c lass if ica tion  and its  inner dimensions of person orienta­
tion; e .g . ,  Male Psychologists (Medvene, 1969) and Male Engineers 
(Medvene and Shueman, 1978) to test the towards person and non-toward 
person orien ta tion  variable in d i f fe re n t  a c t iv i t ie s  within the same 
career group.
The FRI has been most valuable in assessing the perceived 
family emotional relationships described by Roe, and has been used 
in recent studies that have provided support for Roe's predictions 
within Psychology and Engineering students. The Sum Relate Score 
on the PI I and the BQ Subtest IV, to id e n t ify  the dominant parent, 
are also important instruments in assessing the variables now under 
consideration. The JSB No. 5 provides a va lid  measurement of over­
a l l  job satis faction  (Crites, 1966) and is f le x ib le  enough so as to 
be used for e ~~~v: rn o f  Expected-Job-Satisfaction among teachers 
in tra in in g . The correlation of the variables Expected-Job-Satisfac- 
tion and Orientation Toward Persons (Sum Relate Score) with the raw 
FRI category scores is an exploratory aspect to be considered along­
side the framework of Roe's Theory which could be an asset to the 
predictive counseling applications of the model. The Chi-Square 
analysis procedure and the use of a given occupational group suggested
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by Medvene (1969) and Medvene and Shueman (1978) was followed in 
this study.
I t  does not seem plausible that only one model of career 
choice would ever be applied to the exclusion of a l l  others. But 
educational psychologists and vocational counselors could apply 
pertinent research findings in th e ir  counseling goals and strategies  
whenever possible.
Table 5--Summary of research on Roe's Theory and Occupational 
C lass if ica tion  System— which follows, represents a review in chrono­
logical order of the research on her propositions since 1959.
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON ROE'S THEORY AND OCCUPATIONAL  
CLASSIFICATIO N SYSTEM (1959-1978)
A u th o r T j t |e Ss N Instrum ent Conclusion
Grigg
(1959)
Hagen
(1960)
Sw itzer, 
G rigg , 
M iller 6 
Young 
(1962)
Careers and family 
atmosphere: a test
of Roe's theory
Childhood exper­
iences and paren­
tal a ttitu d e : a test
of Roe's theory
Early childhood 
experiences and 
occupational choice: 
a test of Roe's 
hypothesis
Female graduate stu- 99 
dents in nursing and 
science
Harvard graduates 295
Graduate and under­
graduate students 
in theology and 
chemistry
120
15-item question­
naire designed 
for this study, 
no valid ity  or re ­
liab ility  informa­
tion reported.
Longitudinal 
(1938-92), 
vocational, 
social, person­
al and medical 
data
questionnaire  
designed by 
authors
" It appears that some 
variable other than 
experience of paren­
tal reactions during  
childhood are more 
pertinent to adult 
occupational choice."
Roe's theory is not 
supported by these 
data. Except in the 
case of a casual fam 
ily atmosphere.
No consistent re ­
lationship between 
occupational choice 
and parental a ttitu d e . 
Some results were 
opposite of theoreti­
cal expectations.
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TABLE 5 -Continued
Author T itle Ss N Instrument Conclusion
Litton
(1962)
Recalled paren t- 
child relations as 
determinants of 
vocational choice
Female social 
workers, occupa­
tional therapists, 
dietitians, labora­
tory technicians
127 Allport In v e n ­
tory of Values, 
childhood Ex­
perience Rating  
Scale
Findings are not con 
sistent with Roe's 
theory
Crites
(1962)
"An Interpersonal 
relations Scale 
for occupational 
groups."
Students 100 Student ranking  
of 8 occupation­
al fields for de­
gree of in te r­
personal rela­
tions
E rror in Roe's theory  
in the degree of im­
portance that person 
orientation has for a 
career responsible for 
failure to validate 
original position. New 
scale proposed.
Roe 6
Siegelman
(1964)
The O rigins of 
Interests
Male and female en­
gineers and female 
social workers
235 Biographical
information,
Questionnaires,
Inventories,
16 P F test
Roe's theory may be 
valid in accounting 
for the way that 
childhood experiences  
affect adult person
orientation among 
males.
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TABLE 5--Coritinued
Author T itle  Ss N Instrument Conclusion
Brunkan  
t  Crites  
(1964)
Green 6
Parker
(1965)
Brunkan
(1965)
"An Inventory to 
measure the Paren­
tal A ttitude v a r­
iables in Roe's 
Theory of Vocation­
al choice."
"Parental influences 
upon adolescents' 
occupational choice: 
a test of Roe's 
theory"
"Perceived parental 
attitudes and p a r­
ental identification  
in relation to field  
of occupational 
choice"
College s tu d e n ts  (1 )  342
( 100)
College students (2)
(1^2)
P r iso n  Inm ates  
( 100)
Fam ily  R e lations  
Inventory
Male and female 7th 355 
graders
Male college stu- 298 
dents
Parent-child  
Relations Ques­
tionnaire
Family Rela­
tions Inven­
tory (F R I)
High re liab ility  and 
and content va lid ity . 
High tes t-re tes t re ­
liab ility  and internal 
consistency of in s tru ­
ment supporting the 
assumption of a posi­
tive relationship be­
tween perceived and 
actual family atmos­
phere.
Partial support for 
Roe's theory.
No systematic con­
nection for "possible" 
and "fantasy" choices 
and family environ­
ment. Support only 
for "probable" choices 
in scientific career 
interest and parental 
avoidance.
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TABLE 5-C o n tin u ed
Author T itle Ss N Instrum ent Conclusion
Lambert
(1966)
"A revision of the 
parent-ch ild  Rela­
tions Questionnaire  
to investigate Roe's 
occupational choice 
theory with Adoles­
cent girls"
Adolescent g irls Lainbert-Parker 
Revision of the 
PCR
G irls ' relationship  
with mothers that 
were cold, rejecting  
and demanding or - 
iented towards non­
person occupations 
more predominantly 
than towards person 
occupations, though 
without statistical 
significance.
Osipow
(1966)
"Consistency of 
Occupational Choices 
and Roe's Classifica­
tion of occupations
Male and female 193 
freshmen at Penn. 182 
State U n ivers ity .
Personal Infor­
mation Blank 
prior to enrol­
ment indicating  
vocational 
choices.
Results show s ign ifi­
cant systematic re la ­
tionship between Roe's 
classification of occu­
pation and firs t and 
second vocational 
preference (psycholo­
gical climate similar 
to that of the firs t 
choice).
Lunne­
borg 6 
Lunne­
borg 
(1968)
"Roe's Classification  
of occupations in 
Predicting Academic 
Achievem ent."
College students 3,918 
and High School 
students
Biographic In ­
formation, SES 
academic achieve­
ment tests, CPA, 
etc. Intended  
Vocation Forms.
These occupational 
codings typically corre  
late uniquely with aca­
demic c rite ria , co n tri­
buting to multiple p re ­
dictors for academic
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TABLE 5 -C o n tin u ed
Author T itle Ss N Instrument Conclusion
criteria  and perform  
ance according to Roe's 
classification.
Byers, 
Forrest 6 
Zaccaria 
(1968)
"Recalled Early 
P arent-C hild  
Relations, Adult 
Needs, and oc­
cupational choice. 
'A Test of Roe's 
T h e o ry .'"
Male Theological 
Students and 
adult Clergymen.
271 FRI
EPPS
Adult needs as measure 
ed by EPPS were s ig ­
nificantly related to 
recalled parent-ch ild  
relations measured by 
the F R I. Partial sup­
port for the person 
dimensions in Croup 
V I I .
Appleton 
6 Hasen 
(1969)
Medvene
(1969)
"P arent-C h ild  Rela­
tions Need- 
N urturance, and 
Vocational O rienta­
tion ."
Secondary school 
students (69 males 
and 104 females)
"Occupational choice Male Graduate Stu-
of Graduate S tu- dents
dents in Psychology
as a Function of
Early Parent-
Child Interactions
173 PCR 
Need-
N urturance  
instrument de­
signed by 
authors.
461 FRI
BQ (Roe and 
Siegelman's)
Students oriented to­
ward persons had 
significantly higher 
need-nurturance.
Partial support for 
Roe's Theory.
S ignificant re lation­
ships between p e r­
ceived home atmosphere 
and vocational choice 
within the two person 
dimension in psychology. 
Support for the Theory.
CD
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TABLE 5- Continued
Author T itle  Ss N Instrum ent Conclusion
Smart "Recalled Family
(1969) Relations and voca­
tional choice: A
Test of Roe's 
T h e o ry ."
Appleton "A study of Parent
(1969) Child Relations
and vocational 
choice."
Meir "Empirical Test of
(1970) Roe's S tructure  of
Occupations and an 
A lternative  S truc­
tu re ."
Male adults from 190
7 occupational cate 
gories
Male and Female 425
8th graders
Israeli boys aged 1,114 
13-14 in last year 
of Elementary 
School
FRI
BQ
PCR
PPO
3 Interest (A ,
B, C) Ques­
tionnaires com­
prising 117 occu­
pations set up in 
clusters.
No significant d iffe r ­
ences found for any 
of the groups.
No significant re la tio n ­
ships found. Questions 
theoretical person orien  
tation classification by 
composite groups.
The stipulated radex 
structure  of this Roe's 
classification not con­
firm ed, but occupations 
in each field  found to 
be in hierarchical o rd er. 
An A lternative S truc­
ture established for use 
in Israel.
CO
o
Brown "A Reconstruction of U nivers ity  Students
(1971) Roe's Theory: An majoring in Physical
Examination of Three E d ., Education, Fine 
Vocational G roups-- A rts .
Physical Education,
Education, and Fine 
A rts ."
100 Roe's B iographi­
cal Questionnaire. 
Blum's A ttitudes  
in Vocational 
Choice; Maslow's 
S ecurity- Insecur­
ity Inventory
(1) the reconstructed  
needs theory is not 
functional in p red ic t­
ing the relationship of 
early experiences to se­
lection of college major,
(2) the two safety needs
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TABLE 5- Continued
Author T itle  Ss N Instrum ent Conclusion
instruments do not 
measure the same 
variable.
Shappell, "An Application of
Hael & Roe's Vocational
T a rr ie r  Choice Model."
(1971)
High School S tu­
dents in Hawaii, 
North Carolina, 
And Florida
1,025 Inventory based 
on Roe's Model 
Maslow's need 
categories de­
veloped by 
author.
Martins "Anne Roe's Theory
(1974) in Relation to John
Holland's Personality 
T ypes and Selected 
P arent-C h ild  In te r ­
action V ariab les ."
Males who had p a rti­
cipated in the Re­
search and Guidance 
Lab at the U niv . of 
Wisconsin 1961-1964, 
as High School G rad­
uates.
65 Case Histories; 
F R I; M artin 's  
Part I I :  Family
Relations Inven­
tory .
Findings support 
hierarchical arrange­
ment o f needs as pos 
tulated by Roe and 
Maslow. Maturation  
(seniors) does have an 
effect upon direction  
and intensity of needs.
Minimal support was 
found for Roe's paren ­
tal attitudes accounting 
for Realistic, In tellec­
tual, and Enterprising  
occupational personality  
types hypothesized by 
Holland. Parents of 
Realistic Ss had the 
highest consistent p e r­
centage of "avoiding" 
ratings.
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TABLE 5 Continued
Author T itle Ss N Instrum ent Conclusion
Simmons
(1975)
"Family Atmosphere 
A Determinant of 
Occupational 
C hoice--A  Test of 
Roe's Hypotheses
Texas Community 296 
College Students in 
5 occupational areas
FRI
BQ
Support for the Null 
hypotheses. Notable 
exceptions noted among 
ethnic groups. Weight 
composite score on the 
FRI and occupational 
choice hint support of 
the underlying hypothe­
sis.
Medvene
6
Shueman
(1978)
"Perceived Parental 
Attituded and choice 
of Vocational Special­
ty  Area among Male 
Engineering Students.
M.ile engineering S tu - 390 
dents in the ir chosen 
major job function.
FRI The results o ffer signi­
ficant support for Roe's 
theory (individuals  
reared in families were 
the dominant parents
is perceived Avoiding  
gravitate  to non-person  
oriented activ ities) .
CHAPTER I I I
METHODOLOGY
This chapter includes a description of the methodology 
followed in the study which was completed in June 1981. Description 
of subjects, instruments used, procedure followed, and analysis of 
the data are given with a restatement of the research hypothesis in 
terms of the null s ta t is t ic a l  hypothesis tested.
Subjects
The subjects considered were a l l  the students on campus in 
the teacher training program at the University of Montemorelos, Nuevo 
Leon, Mexico (1980-81). According to the enrollment figures for the 
third quarter (Spring 1981) there were 239 students in the two schools 
of education on campus and 72 students o ff  campus in f ie ld  service 
fu l l - t im e  teaching as part of th e ir  degree requirements. Field or 
social service teaching is carried out for one year at schools 
coordinated by the Seventh-day Adventist Church under the sponsorship: 
Civil Philanthropic and Educational Association (ACFE). This sample 
(298 subjects) includes 118 males and 180 females.
Subjects o f f  campus defined under the term "teachers in 
training" received the questionnaires through the mail with instruc­
tions fo r answering the four instruments. Earlier mail and telephone 
contacts were made to rec ru it  cooperation. S ixty-four (64) question-
83
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naires were returned and answered, eight (8) were lost in the mail 
(as confirmed by follow-up le tte rs  returned by the school responding 
to a second inquiry on May 10, 1981). Second mailing to replace 
lost questionnaires did not produce greater percentages for mail 
returns. Returns used are representative of f i f te e n  of the sixteen 
schools contacted o f f  campus, with 93.33 percent male and 85.71 percent 
female subjects responding. These subjects are completing social 
service teaching and/or attending summer sessions regularly  at the 
University as part of the degree requirements while working at ACFE 
schools in North, Northeast, Southeast, South, West, Northwest, and 
Central regions of Mexico.
Subjects on campus were administered the questionnaires at 
the regularly schedule Monday morning (Normal School) and afternoon 
(School of Education Sciences) group assemblies. Permission was 
granted from the Vice-President of Academic A ffa irs  by telephone 
conversation following a le t te r  of introduction to the study and 
le tte rs  to the school directors (department chairmen).
Three hundred and three (303) subjects responded to the 
questionnaires given. One hundred percent returns was obtained for 
the campus group. This was obtained a f te r  administering seven ques­
tionnaires in the evening of the same day to subjects who were late  
or absent from the assemblies mentioned above. Five of the campus 
questionnaires were rejected, because of incomplete responses or 
fa i lu re  to follow the fu l l  instructions as written . The to ta l  
N was 298 for s ta t is t ic a l  purposes (234 Ss on campus, and 64 Ss 
o ff  campus). Table 6, Tabulation of Returns, presents in summary
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TABLE 6 
TABULATION OF RETURNS
School Sex
Number of 
Teachers in 
T raining
Number of 
Respondents
Usable
Returns
Percentage
Returns
Normal
Male 35 35 34 100.00
Female 36 86 83 100.00
Education
Male 56 56 56 100.00
Female 62 62 61 100.00
Field
Male 30 28 28 93.33
Female 42 36 36 85.71
Totals
Male 121 119 118 98. 34
Female 190 184 180 96.84
311 303 298 97.42
from returns as organized by schools, sex, usable returns, and the 
corresponding percentages of returns. The sample represents 97.42 
percent of the target population as shown in table 6. There were 39.59 
percent male and 60.41 percent female subjects in the total sample.
The teacher training program is divided into two schools with 
separate f a c i l i t i e s  and facu lty . One program, the Normal School, is 
a four-year preparation fo r  Elementary School teachers only and starts
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a f te r  completion of Middle or Secondary School (which is 9th grade 
equivalent). The decision to pursue an occupational choice must be 
made a t  the end of ninth grade, at which time the student has other 
alternatives l ik e  entering a technological center or going on to 
Prepartory School (10th to 12th grades) for a university pre-profes­
sional preparation. The School of Education Sciences has a four-year 
college level (Licenciate Degree) program starting a f te r  completion 
of Preparatory School and prepares teachers for Middle and High School 
teaching. These students are trained in basic teaching s k i l ls  as well 
as in one of f iv e  subject area majors which are: Language Arts,
Educational Psychology, Natural Sciences (Biology and Chemistry), 
Physics-Mathematics, and Social Sciences (History and Geography). In 
th is  respect the education program at the University of Montemorelos 
is unique when compared to other Universities in Mexico, which do 
not o f fe r  majors in teacher education. Middle and High School teacher 
tra in ing  , in d iffe ren t  subject areas, is t ra d it io n a l ly  part of extra 
two-year "Superior Normal School" program at the National Pedagogical 
In s t itu te  and not in the University.
These subjects w il l  serve and are serving the special needs 
of schools sponsored under the C iv il Philanthropic and Educational 
Association (ACFE). ACFE sponsors 141 Elementary Schools, 16 
Middle and 7 High Schools, with an enrollment of 13, 299 students 
during the 1980-81 school year. The data obtained from subjects on 
campus and o f f  campus could prepare the way for the development of 
educational counseling strategies in the framework of Roe's theory. 
Conclusions from this study are proposed within the lim its  of the 
teacher training sample under consideration in this inquiry.
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Instruments
The subjects were asked to answer four inventories taking a 
mean time of forty  minutes. The f i r s t  was the Person In terest  
Inventory ( P I I ) developed by Roe and Siegelman (1964) to measure 
person orientation in two subsets with 17 items (see appendix A1) 
each for Curiosity and Relate. The la t te r  was used and is the more 
important fo r  the purposes of this study. This inventory was 
developed a f te r  p i lo t  studies to distinguish between in terest in 
persons on the basis of curiosity about them, and on the basis of 
desiring close emotional contact with them. The Sum Relate has 
a correlation of .85 with composite measure of person orientation  
from (1) factors AEFHQ2 in C a tte l l 's  16 Personality Factor Test;
(2) group scores from eight items in the Biographical Questionnaire 
(Roe and Siegelman, 1964); and (3) Towards- or Not-Towards Person 
Ratings: An interview scale used by independent c l in ica l  investiga­
tors for The Origin of Interest study conducted by Anne Roe and Marvin 
Siegelman (1964). Items 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 16, 18, 21, 23, 24, 25,
27, 28, 30, 32, and 33 are summed for the re la te  score. A Sum Relate 
score (SR) of 41 or below indicates the major Orientation Toward 
Persons postulated in the general theory. No r e l ia b i l i t y  or v a l id i ty  
data was ava ilab le .
The second instrument was a short version of the Biographical 
Questionnaire (BQ) also developed by Roe and Siegelman (1964). This 
subtest was designed to identify  the dominant parent in the home.
A dominance score is obtained by summing the scores of the BQ Sub­
test VI ( f iv e  items). Scores of 20 and above indicate mother
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dominance; scores below 20 indicate father dominance (Medvene and 
Shueman, (1978). The term dominance indicates that parent who has 
had the greater influence in decision making in general, as perceived 
by the subject. This measure is proposed to be consistent with Roe's 
postulation that individuals reared in families where the dominant 
parent is perceived as Accepting or Concentrating develop interests  
centered around (and related to) the towards person-oriented occupa­
tions (see appendix A2.) No r e l i a b i l i t y  or v a l id i ty  data was 
a v a ila b le .
The third instrument was the Family Relations Inventory (FRI) 
developed by Brunkan and Crites (1964) to measure the parental a t t i ­
tudes variables proposed by Anne Roe (see appendix A3). The variables 
measured are: (1) parental acceptance, (2) parental avoidance, and
(3) parental concentration in six subscales: Mother Avoidance,
Mother Acceptance, Mother Concentration, Father Acceptance, Father 
Concentration, and Father Avoidance. The test is administered to 
subjects who evaluate the truthfulness of statements about th e ir  
mother's and father's behavior, a tt itudes , reactions to them, and 
expectations for them during childhood and adolescence.
Sample items are: Acceptance— "My mother gave me encourage­
ment when I needed i t  most." Avoidance— "My father spent very l i t t l e  
time with me when I was growing up." Concentration— "My fa ther often 
expected me to do more than I thought I could." The emphasis is on 
"perceived" parental a ttitudes since Roe's theory implies that i t  is 
the ind iv idual's  in terpretation  o f his experiences which s ig n i f i ­
cantly influences his vocational choice. The evidence of content
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v a l id ity  was obtained in the following manner: an original pool of
313 items was given to three judges--two c l in ic a l  psychologists and 
a counseling psychologist— for categorization into the three variables 
or "questionable." The 187 items on which there was unanimous agree­
ment were selected for the tes t.  The "father concentrating" scale 
then had only 16 items and to make this scale comparable to the 
others, f i f te e n  items on which only two judges agreed were added to 
i t .  Items in the FRI are applicable to Ss as low as ninth or tenth 
grade and equally to males and females. Internal consistency co­
e ff ic ien ts  range from r=.82 to r=.90 with the exception of one— the 
"father concentration" with r= .59 . The in tercorre lations are consis­
tent with Roe's circumplex and the acceptance and avoidance scales 
are essentially  uncorrelated with the others. The rationale  for  
this is that an a t t i tu d e  o f  acceptance precludes one of avoidance 
(and conversely), whereas an a ttitude  of concentration does not 
necessarily imply e ither acceptance or avoidance (Brunkan and Crites,  
1964, p. 8 ) .  For the analysis of scale intercorre lations a sample 
of college students and prison inmates was used and the findings 
support the prediction. The results not only agree with Roe's con­
ceptualization but also with the research from the Californ ia  Growth 
Study (Schaefer, 1959; Schaefer, Bell and Bayley, 1960). S ig n if i ­
cant r 's  are reported between the FRI scales and Griggs (1959) 
questionnaire and Utton's (1962) rating scale.
The s p l i t  h a lf  r e l ia b i l i t ie s  reported were r :  .82, .83, .92,
.90, .59 for the mother's avoidance, acceptance, and concentration, 
fa ther 's  avoidance, acceptance, and concentration, respectively. The
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te s t -re te s t  r 's  were: .98, .90, .80, 97, .93, .73, as above. The
te s t -re te s t  r's  were obtained on a sample of 72 males and female 
college students who took the inventory twice within a month (Straus, 
1969).
The fourth instrument was Hoppock's (1970) Job Satisfaction  
Blank No. 5 (JSB), with a w ritten statement requesting the subject 
to answer the items in terms of his or her perceived Expected-Job- 
Satisfaction  (EJS) in teaching. This type of blank was f i r s t  de­
vised by Hoppock in 1933. Through the years other researchers have 
used the JSB (Brayfield and Rothe, 1951; Schletzer, 1966; Sherman,
1969) with success in studies related to job satisfaction . The 
s p l i t - h a l f  r e l ia b i l i t y  of the blank, correlated by Spearman-Brown 
formula, was .93. The raw corre lation  was .87.
John 0. Crites' (1966) test reviews indicate that Hoppock 
experimented with several procedures for scoring responses to the 
questions, but none was more e ffe c tive  than computing the arithmetic  
sum of the scale values for the answers marked. Thus the range of 
raw scores is from four (lowest satis faction) to 28 (greatest sa t is ­
fa c t io n ).  The JSB is divided into equivalent halves (Questions 1 
and 3 vs. Question 2 and 4 ) .  Hoppock obtained an odd-even internal 
consistency estimate of .93 for a sample of 309 employed adult 
workers. The Brayfield Rothe Index of job satisfaction correlated  
( r - .92) with the Hoppock JSB. Crites (1966, p. 122) concludes that  
the Hoppock JSB is probably the best fo r most purposes: i t  is easy
to administer and score, i t  takes only a couple of minutes to com­
p le te , i t  is applicable to a l l  occupations, i t  is in te rn a lly  consis­
tent, and i t  is reasonably v a l id .  Questions are answered along a
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seven-point l ik e r t - ty p e  scale (see appendix A4).
The JSB developed from a concept of satisfaction as “any 
combination of psychological, physiological, and environmental c i r ­
cumstances that cause a person t ru th fu l ly  to say, "I am satis fied  
with my job" (Hoppock, 1935, p. 47). A person may be satis fied  with 
one aspect of his job and d issatis fied  with another yet the d e f in i ­
tion assumes that i t  is possible fo r him or her to balance the
specific  or expected satisfactions against present or future dis­
satisfactions and thus arr ive  a t  a composite satisfaction with the 
job as a whole. Following Hoppock1 s Percentile Ranks and Scores 
three estimated levels of Expected-Job-Satisfaction were used:
High EJS = 24 points or more, Moderate EJS = 15 to 23 points, Low
EJS = 4 to 14 points.
Hannon (1966), attempting to separate the factors Job Satis ­
faction and Occupational Satis faction , used the Hoppock JSB as an 
instrument, and concluded that they are not separate. Her study 
contributed to the v a l id ity  data on the JSB as an overall measure 
of satis faction  (p. 299). She added that the JSB is an instrument 
that lends i t s e l f  to adaptation as an Occupational Satisfaction  
measure in part because the JSB is tapping global attitudes toward 
a job based on personal needs and a perceived composite satisfaction  
which lends i t s e l f  to adaptation also as a measure of Expected-Job- 
Satisfaction  (EJS).
A Spanish translation of the instHiments described was used 
in the study. The Spanish translation  developed by the researcher 
was p i lo t  tested for language accuracy and adaptation in December
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1979 and again in July 1980 with the necessary revisions from the 
f i r s t  p i lo t  test with a small sample o f the target population. The 
f ina l version that appears in appendix B was used a f te r  revision and 
approval by the faculty of the Language and Litera ture  Department at  
the School of Education Sciences of the University of Montemorelos. 
Instruments were color coded to add visual varie ty  and speed id e n t i ­
f ic a t io n .  In the group testing arrangement, the subjects took a 
mean time o f 40 minutes to respond to a l l  the instruments.
W ritten permission was granted by John C. Crites (February 
11, 1 9 8 .) ,  Robert H. Hoppock (November 8, 1980), and Anne Roe 
(November 12, 1980) for use of the Spanish translation of the ir  
instruments and of the evaluation c r i t e r ia  required for the study.
Procedures
The procedures followed in th is  study were the following:
1 . Permission was requested to use a Spanish translation of 
the instruments FRI, BQ Subtest V I, PH-Subscale Relate, and the 
JSB No. 5 from the authors indicated.
2. Letters of introduction and explanation were sent to 
teachers, principals , and to ACFE headquarters in Mexico C ity. 
Instruments were mailed to subjects o f f  campus. Telephone follow-up 
calls were made to ACFE headquarters in Mexico City and to the f ie ld  
schools to insure endorsement and speedy return mailing of responses. 
Answered instruments were sent over land to ACFE headquarters in 
envelopes provided for this purpose and returned by airmail to the 
researcher during the months of April and May, 1981.
3. The researcher traveled to the University of Montemorelos
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in order to administer the instruments in the Normal School and School 
of Education Sciences. Confirmation o f endorsement and available  
dates were obtained via telephone communications from the Vice- 
President of Academic A ffa irs .
4. A b r ie f  explanation was given to the subjects as to the 
purpose and value of th e ir  responses with assurances of confiden­
t i a l i t y .  Subjects took a mean time of fo rty  minutes to answer a l l  the 
inventories during the regularly scheduled morning and afternoon 
Monday assembly periods.
5. Instruments were hand scored and classifed into the 
appropriate category variables from the scores obtained on each 
instrument used. This task was completed that las t  week of May 
1981 .
6. The data was analyzed at the Andrews University Computer 
Center. Computer programs used for testing the null hypotheses were 
Chi-Square Tests of Independence and Goodness o f F i t  and 3MD05R for  
Correlation Coefficients with a Plot of Observed and Predicted Values.
Null Hypotheses
The research hypotheses have been restated and were tested 
in the form of a s ta t is t ic a l  proposition which states, essentia lly , 
that there is no re la tion  among the variables that cannot be a t t r i ­
buted to chance and invites the researcher to disprove that proposi­
t ion . Such a s ta t is t ic a l  proposition is called the null hypothesis. 
Null hypotheses tested in this study were the following:
1. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ig n if ican t difference between 
the frequency of Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting, and Avoiding
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categories of family emotional relationships.
2. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between 
the frequency of male Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting, and Avoiding 
categories of family emotional relationships.
3. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between 
the frequency of female Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting, and 
Avoiding categories of family emotional relationships.
4. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship between 
the frequency of S_s in the Orientation Towards Persons category and 
the family emotional relationship categories.
5. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship be­
tween the frequencies of Ss in the Orientation Toward Persons cate­
gory and in the Expected-Job-Satisfaction categories.
6. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship  
between the frequencies of Ss by sex category and the family emotional 
relationship categories.
7. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t correlation  
between the Sum Relate score and the Accepting, Concentrating, and 
Avoiding category scores.
8. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t correlation between 
the Expected-Job-Satisfaction score and the Accepting, Concentrating 
and Avoiding category scores.
9. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between 
the frequency of Ss with Orientation Toward Persons for the Accepting 
and Concentrating categories combined.
10. There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between
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the frequency of Ss with Orientation Not Toward Persons in the 
Avoiding category.
Analysis o f the Data
The null hypotheses were tested for s ta t is t ic a l  significance  
by use of the Chi-Square Test of Goodness of F i t  and Test of Inde­
pendence, and the Product Moment Correlation with Regression Analysis. 
A Computer f i l e  was b u i l t  with the data, and programs for the analysis 
of the data were developed by the Andrews University Academic Computer 
Services.
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were tested using a Chi-Square Test 
of Goodness of F i t .  In this kind of analysis an array of categories 
of sample frequencies or proportions is tested against an expected 
normal d istribution  or prescribed set which comprises the null 
hypothesis. The probability  of occurrence of frequencies for the 
three parent dominant FRI categories is hypothesized as the same as 
the expected population ra tio  or an equal number of observations in 
each category. The .05 level of significance, for the appropriate 
degrees of freedom, was used to tes t  the s ta t is t ic a l  significance  
of the observed frequencies.
Hypotheses 4, 5, and 6 were tested using a Chi-Square Test 
of Independence. In this kind of analysis, or part icu lar case of a 
tes t  of Goodness of F i t  (Ferguson, 1976, p. 193), two variables are 
involved. The data was arranged in the form of a Contingency Table. 
Hypothesis 4 was tested basically on a Contingency Table with three 
columns of parent dominant Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding 
categories and two rows for person orientation: Orientation Toward
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Persons and Orientation Not Toward Persons. Hypothesis 5 was tested 
on a Contingency Table with three rows for EJS: High, Moderate, Low;
and three columns for the FRI categories. Hypothesis 6 was tested 
with a Contingency Table with two rows for sex and three columns for 
the FRI categories.
Hypotheses 7 and 8 were tested fo r s ta t is t ic a l  significance 
by the Product Moment Correlation Coeffic ient as the indicator of 
association between the variables selected. When the variables are 
s ig n if ican t ly  associated the corresponding refression equations are 
useful estimates fo r exploring educational counseling strategies.
Ranges, Means, and Standard Deviations were computed on the 
data and data subgroups in an endeavor to provide a wide description 
of the data and to f a c i l i t a t e  answers to more specific  questions of 
in terest to future researchers.
Hypotheses 9 and 10 were tested using a Chi-Square Goodness 
of F i t  analyses with a 3:1 ra t io .  These hypotheses endeavored to 
establish a comparative test of Roe's two person orientation pre­
dictions within the General Culture sample. This direction was 
considered worthwhile for comparing Roe's propositions with Medvene 
(1969) and Medvene and Shueman (1978) study of the predicted compo­
s ite  nature of an occupational group.
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CHAPTER IV
STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF THE DATA
This study endeavored to test Roe's predictions for vocational 
in terest and choice among the General Culture Group using a sample of 
teachers in tra in ing . The sample population was drawn from subjects 
in the teacher education program at the University of Montemorelos.
Two hundred and ninety-eight subjects were used, which constituted  
97.42 percent o f the population.
Roe's predictions are based on the early family emotional back­
ground perceived by the individual and its  predicted influence on the 
la te r  need satisfaction  patterns demonstrated by vocational in terest  
and choice. The pattern of needs, according to Roe, develop in the 
context of the perceived dominant parent in the home. Therefore, the 
prediction in th is  study is that a s ign ificant frequency of ind iv id ­
uals, reporting a predominantly Concentrating home background, would 
be found in the General Culture Group V I I .  Also these individuals  
reporting a predominantly Concentrating background would be s ig n i f i ­
cantly characterized by that major Orientation Toward Persons (OTP).
I t  can be inferred from the theory that individuals in the OTP 
class if ica tion  would report High Expected-Job-Satisfaction when con­
templating teaching as a carrer commitment. General Culture occupa­
tions have a major focus on people as a means of needs satisfaction .
97
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I t  has been predicted in an exploratory phase that individual 
raw Accepting and Concentrating category scores (X) would correlate  
with the corresponding Orientation Toward Persons (OTP) and Expected- 
Job-Satisfaction scores (Y) in a l inear  pattern. I t  has also been 
predicted that the individuals ' raw Avoiding category score (X) would 
correlate with the corresponding Orientation Toward Persons and Ex­
pected-Job-Satisfaction scores (Y) in a negative l in ear  pattern based 
on the underlying theoretical propositions. The theoretical proposi­
tions would indicate that the more intense the Avoiding home background 
the greater the Orientation Not Toward Persons therefore the lower 
Expected-Job-Satisfaction would be in a General Culture occupation 
l ike  teaching. The more intense the Accepting and Concentrating home 
background the greater the Orientation Toward Persosns therefore the 
higher Expected-Job-Satisfaction with a General Culture occupation 
l ike  teaching.
The purpose of this chpater is to present the data findings 
and the analyses of the data. The following section presents the 
general data available from the study for the tota l sample and the 
male and female samples. The next section presents the findings of  
the data analyses with respect to the ten Null-hypotheses tested in 
the study.
Presentation of the General Findings
The sample was composed of 118 male and 180 female teachers 
in tra in ing . This sample represents 97.42 percent to ta l returns on 
the instruments used, as shown on table 6. The sample includes sub­
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jects on campus and o ff  campus involved in fu l l - t im e  teaching f ie ld  
service in d iffe ren t regions of Mexico for a total sample of 298 
subjects.
Table 7 presents the general d istribution  of subjects by sex 
and schools for the three family emotional re lationship categories of 
the Family Relations Inventory (FRI). The frequencies show that 13 
subjects reported an Accepting home background, 215 subjects reported 
a Concentrating home background, and 70 reported an Avoiding home 
background on the FRI scales. The trend supports Roe's prediction  
that subjects from a Concentrating home background g rav ita te  to 
General Culture occupations l ik e  teaching. This general prediction  
was i l lu s tra te d  by Roe in the Circumplex model of occupational in te r ­
ests and choice (see figure 1 ). The Circumplex model sp ec if ica lly  
predicts that i f  the attitudes of the parents indicate overdemanding 
and overprotecting (Concentrating) relationships the children's  
orientation w il l  be more Orientation Toward Persons than not and they 
w il l  choose occupations in the General Culture f ie ld s .
Table 8 presents the frequencies of subjects in the six major 
education areas of concentration and those in f ie ld  service experience 
in the Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding categories on the FRI. 
The Chi-Square Test of Goodness of F it  fo r  each o f  the six major edu­
cation areas of concentration (Elementary, Language Arts , Educational 
Psychology, Natural Sciences, Physics-Mathematics and Social Sciences) 
and Field Service experience are s ignificant at the .05 level of sig­
nificance. the data therefore supports the theoretical predictions in 
a l l  the sub areas of teaching interests for subjects on campus in the
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TABLE 7
GENERAL D IS T R IB U T IO N  OF SUBJECTS BY SEX AND  
SCHOOLS ON THE A C C EPTIN G , C O N C EN TR A TIN G ,  
AND AVOIDING CATEGORIES OF THE FRI 
(N = 298)
School Sex Accepting
Concen­
tra ting Avoiding
Normal School
Males (N = 34) 1 28 5
Females (N = 83) 5 57 21
Education Sciences
Males (N = 56) 6 42 8
Females (N = 61) 1 41 19
Field Schools
Males (N = 28 0 18 10
Females (N = 36) 0 28 8
Totals
Males (N = 118) 7 89 22
Females (N = 180) 6 126 48
13 215 70
University of Montemorelos' teacher education program, as well as 
among those subjects in social service teaching f ie ld  experience in 
ACFE schools in Mexico.
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T A B L E  8
FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN THE SIX MAJOR EDUCATION  
AREAS OF CO N C EN TR A TIO N  AND THOSE IN FIELD  
SERVICE EXPERIENCE IN THE A C C EP TIN G ,  
C O N C E N T R A T IN G , AND A V O ID IN G  C A T E ­
GORIES ON THE FRI 
(N = 298)
FRI
Major Areas Accepting
Concen­
tra ting Avoiding Z C hi-S quare
Elementary 6 85 26 117 8 6 . 5 0 *
Language Arts 0 8 3 n 6 . 7 4 *
Educational Psy­
chology 1 12 5 18 8 . 4 5 *
Natural Sciences 3 25 11 39 1 8 . 3 1 *
Physics-Mathematics 2 12 1 15 1 2 . 1 5 *
Social Sciences 1 25 7 34 2 7 . 8 9 *
Field Experience 0 47 17 64 5 1 . 1 3 *
Totals 13 215 70 298
*S ign if icant at the .05 level
Table 9 presents the frequency d istribution  of subjects on the 
mother and father dominant categories in the Accepting, Concentrating, 
and Avoiding categories of the FRI for the total sample. One hundred 
and nine sujects reported mother-dominant parental interaction and 
189 reported father-dominant parental interaction for the marginal 
to ta ls .  The dominant parent was reported on the basis o f that parent
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TABLE 9
FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN THE MOTHER DOM INANT AND 
FATHER DOM INANT CATEGORIES IN THE A C C EP TIN G , CON­
C E N T R A T IN G , AND A V O ID IN G  CATEGORIES OF THE FRI -  
2 X 3  CONTINGENCY TA B LE  
(N = 298)
Dominant Parent 
(BQ Subtest IV )
FRI
Accepting
Concen­
tra t in g Avoiding I
Mother-dominance 6 82 21 109
Father-dominance 7 133 49 189
Totals 13 215 70 298
X 2 = 1 .3 8 (N .S . ) 2df
N .S .  = not significant 
d . f .  = degrees of freedom
perceived as having the greater weight in decision making in the home 
The Chi-Square test of Independence for the Contingency Table 
(X = 1.38 for 2df) is not s ign if ican t,  therefore the two c r i te r ia  of 
parent dominance c lass if ica tion  are said to be not contingent. There 
seems to be independence between the two parent dominance categories 
on the Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding categories of the FRI 
for the total sample.
Table 10 presents the observed and expected frequencies of 
subjects in Orientation Toward Persons (OTP) and Orientation Not 
Toward Persons (ONTP) fo r  the tota l sample, assuming a uniform d i s t r i ­
bution in the population. The observed frequencies (N = 298) were 
divided into 271 subjects in OTP and 27 subjects in ONTP. Subjects 
were c lass if ied  on person orientations based on th e ir  Sum Relate score
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TA B LE 10
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN 
O R IE N T A T IO N  TOWARD PERSONS (O TP) AND O R IE N ­
T A T IO N  NOT TOWARD PERSONS (O NTP)
Person Orientation
OTP ONTP
O bserved Frequencies 271 27 298
Expected Frequencies 149 149 298
X 2 = 199.78* ld f
*S ign if icant a t the .05  level 
d f  = degrees of freedom
2
on the PI I .  The Chi-Square Test of Goodness of F i t  (X = 199.78 for 
ld f )  is s ign ifican t at the .05 level of significance. The data lends 
substantial confirmation to Roe's prediction that i f  the child has a 
background of a Concentrating home his or her orientation w il l  be more 
toward persons than not he or she and w il l  choose a General Culture
occupation.
The observed and expected frequencies of subjects in High 
Expected-Job-Satisfaction (High EJS), Moderate Expected-Job-Satisfac­
tion (Moderate EJS), and Low Expected-Job-Satisfaction fo r the total 
sample are presented in table 11. The Chi-Square Test of Goodness of 
F it  (X^ = 137.11 fo r 2df) is s ign ifican t at the .05 level of s ig n i f i ­
cance. The sample was divided into three categories o f EJS following  
the JSB categories and 160 subjects reported High EJS, 133 subjects 
reported Moderate EJS, and 5 subjects reported Low EJS. The observed 
frequencies are not a random distribution  of frequencies but support
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TABLE 11
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN 
HIGH EXPEC TED -JO B -SA TISFA C TIO N  (H ICH EJS),  
MODERATE E X P E C TE D -JO B -S A TIS FA C TIO N  
(MODERATE EJS) AND LOW EXPECTED-  
JO B -SA TISFA C TIO N
EJS
High Moderate Low
Observed Frequencies 160 133 5
Expected Frequencies 99.3234 99.3234 99.3234
X2 = 137.11* 2df
‘ Significant at the .05  level and .01 level 
d f = degrees of freedom
the trend inferred from Roe's theory. Therefore the committment to 
the general culture occupation (e .g . ,  Teaching) seems to be s ig n i f i ­
cantly associated with expectation (High EJS) or positive anticipation  
of a prospective occupation that w il l  meet the subjects needs.
Table 12 presents the Range, Mean, and Standard Deviation on 
the Person Interest Inventory ( P l l )  for the Normal School, the School 
of Education Sciences and the Field Schools. The Sum Relate scoro 
was obtained for the purposes o f this study from the Pll items as a 
measure of person orientations. Comparison of means shows 31 .Cl for 
the Normal School, 33.03 for the Education Sciences, and 33.28 for  
the Field Schools. The Analysis of Variance revealed an F of 1.66, 
which is not s ign ificant at the .05 level of significance. The 
maximum score on Sum Relate fo r the Orientation Toward Persons (f)Tn) 
category was 41 points. The to ta l mean score (32.63) is well within  
the l im its  of the OTP predicted in the theory for the General Culture
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T A B L E  12
PERSON INTEREST IN VEN TO R Y (SUM RELATE) 
RANGES, MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATION  
(N = 298)
Schools
Normal School Education Sciences Field School
Sum Relate Score 
R ange:
Mean:
(N = 117) 
17-69 
31.61
(N = 117) 
17-73 
33.03
(N = 64) 
18-61 
33.28
Totals
Range: 17-73 
Mean: 32.6376 
S .D . :  8.0535
Group. The to ta l range of Sum Relate scores was between 17 and 73 
with a standard deviation of 8.05. The data would seem to add a 
contribution to the general propositions and shows unity among the 
subgroups (schools) in the sample on the variable OTP.
Table 13 presents the Range, Mean, Mean Percentile Ranks, and 
Standard Deviation on the Expected-Job-Satisfaction Blank (JSB No. 5) 
for the Normal School, the School o f Education Sciences, and the 
Field Schools. The Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS) score was adapted 
as a measure of overall expectation or anticipation of satisfaction  
with one's choice of a job. Thus i t  can be considered a composite 
measure of anticipation or specific  satisfaction with job tra in ing  in 
view of the perceived needs to be met by the job. The comparison of 
means shows 23.94 for the Normal School, with an N of 117; 23.49 for
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TABLE 13
E XPEC TED -JO B -SA TISFA C TIO N  BLANK 
RANGES, MEANS, MEAN PERCENTILE  
RANKS, STANDARD DEVIA TION  
(N = 298)
Schools
Normal School Education School Field School
EJS Score (N = 117) (N = 117) (N = 64)
Range: 10-28 4-28 17-28
Mean: 23.94 22.49 24.37
Mean Percentile 
Rank 76 67 80
Totals
Range: 4-28
Mean: 23.4866
Mean Percentile  
Rank: 74
S .D . :  3. 6948
the Education Sciences, with an N o f 117; and 24.37 fo r  the Fie ld
Schools, with an N of 64. The Analysis of Variance revealed an F of 
8.13 , which is s ignificant at the .05 level of significance. The 
to ta l  mean was 23.48, which is equivalent to a Percentile Rank of 74 
fo r  Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS). The Range of scores was between 
4 and 28 with a standard deviation of 3.69. I t  can be assumed that 
there is a difference between/among schools in the level o f a n t ic i ­
pation of a satisfying committment to teaching. These general data
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TABLE 14
MEANS AND STANDARD D EVIA TION S FOR SUM RELATE (SR) 
AND EXPE C TE D -JO B -S A TIS FA C TIO N  (EJS) IN THE ACC EPT­
ING, CO N C EN TR A TIN G , AND AVOIDING CATEGORIES
OF THE FRI 
(N = 298)
FRI
Accepting Concentrating .Avoiding
Mean SR 31.30 31.80 35.45
S .D .  SR 5.15 7.18 10.18
Mean EJS 23.69 23.49 23.42
S .D .  EJS 4. 51 3.67 3.64
support the propostion that individuals with the background of a 
Concentrating home relationship look forward to a highly satisfy ing  
conuiittment when choosing a General Culture occupation like  teaching 
and that th is  relationship is higher for those with experience in 
teaching (Table 13).
Table 14 presents the means and standard deviations for the 
Sum Relate (SR) score and Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS) score in 
the Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding categories of the FRI for  
the to ta l sample. The mean SR score for the Accepting category was 
31.30; fo r the Concentrating category i t  was 31.80; and for the 
Avoiding category i t  was 35.45. The Analysis of Variance on the SR 
score revealed an F of 5.81 which is s ign ifican t at the .05 leve l.  
The Analysis of Variance on the EJS score revealed an F of .0289, 
which is not s ign ificant at the .05 level. The significance d i f f e r -
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TABLE 15
MEANS AND STANDARD D E V IA T IO N S  IN SUM RELATE (SR) 
AND E X P E C TE D -JO B -S A TIS FA C TIO N  (EJS) FOR SUBJECTS 
HAVING HAD ONE YEAR OF FULL-TIME TEACHING
EXPERIENCE  
(N = 298)
No Experience Experience
(N = 234) (N = 64)
Mean SR 32.36 33.62
S .D .  SR 7.93 00 42 ^4
Mean EJS 23.25 24.32
S .D .  EJS 3.80 3. 13
ence obtained on the SR score for the family emotional relationship  
categories would seem to indicate the tendency of individuals in the 
Avoiding category to score leading in the direction of Orientation  
Not Toward Persons. This trend offers some support to Roe's general 
predictions for individuals from the Avoiding category.
Table 15 presents the means and standard deviations fo r the 
Sum Relate (SR) score and Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS) score for  
subjects having no fu l l - t im e  teaching experience and subjects having 
had one year of fu l l - t im e  teaching experience. The mean SR score 
for subjects (N = 234) with no experience i t  was 32.36 and for sub­
jects (N = 64) with one year's experience was 33.62. The mean EJS 
score for subjects with no experience was 23.25 and fo r  subjects with 
one year's experience of was 24.32. The Analysis of Variance reveal­
ed an F of 1.22 (SR), v/hich is not s ign ificant at the .05 leve l.
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These differences between the two groups on SR and EJS, would seem 
to indicate that the two groups are not s ign ifican tly  d iffe ren t on 
these means and standard deviations. Therefore, there is no reason 
to consider these groups d if fe re n t  on the variables measured in the 
study. Having had experience in f ie ld  service teaching does not 
reveal an appreciable difference between the groups on Orientation  
Toward Persons (SR score) but more so on EJS for teaching. This would 
indicate that even a fte r  having had f ie ld  service teaching experience 
( in  ACFE schools) or due to the experience EJS is higher which suggests 
that th e ir  teaching a c t iv it ie s  contributed to the satisfaction of those 
needs that concern them most.
Analyses Relevant to the Hypotheses
The null hypotheses set forth  in chapter 3 are now examined. 
Tests of Goodness of F it  and o f Independence have been used with the 
c r i t ic a l  ra t io  required for significance at the .05 leve l.  Yates' 
correction for continuity for small observed frequencies (5 and less 
than 5) has been used. The Null-hypotheses were not retained when 
the tes t  reached the c r i te r ia  established for re jection . I t  was said 
then that the data lend support to the theory proposition underlying 
the hypotheses for the General Culture Group among the sample. A Chi- 
Square computer program was used to explore the data for Goodness of 
F i t  and fo r  Independence.
In the cases when a Product-Moment Correlation coe ff ic ien t  
was sought (Hypotheses 7 -8 ) ,  i t  was considered that because of the 
exploratory nature of the study the hypotheses should be stated in
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the rton-directional form. This allows for an examination of the 
possible existence of relationships in any d irection. The n u il-  
hypothesis was rejected when a correlation was s ignificant at or be­
yond the .05 leve l. Otherwise the null is retained. The e ffect size 
of .20 places restrictions on the rejection of the null hypothesis 
since significance correlations which are less than .20 do not in d i ­
cate appreciable strength. A regression equation for linear prediction
t
was obtained with the correlation . A BMD05R computer program was used 
to explore the correlations and obtain a plot of the observed and 
predicted values.
Hypothesis 1
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between the 
frequency of Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting and Avoiding categories
TABLE 16
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS 
IN THE ACCEPTING, C O NCENTR ATING , AND 
AVOIDING CATEGORIES ON THE FRl FOR 
THE T O T A L  SAMPLE 
(N = 298)
FRl
Accepting
Concen­
trating Avoiding -
Observed Frequencies 13 215 70 298
Expected Frequencies 99.333 99.333 99.333 298
X  '= 218.39 * 2df
‘ S ignif icant at the .05 level and .01 leve l  
d f degrees of freedom
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of family emotional relationships.
Table 16 presents the results of the Chi-Square Test of Good-
2
ness of F i t  relevant to hypothesis 1. The Chi-Square tes t  (X = 
218.39, 2 df) was significant at the .05 level of significance. Nu ll-  
hypothesis one is therefore rejected.
The d istribution  o f  frequencies on the family emotional re­
lationships was not random. The d is tribu tion  of frequencies lends
i
support to Roe's propostion that individuals choosing General Culture 
occupations l ik e  teaching come from a family emotional background 
characterized by a predominantly Concentrating home. Observed and ex­
pected frequencies of subjects (N = 298) in the three family emotional 
relationship categories on the FRl for the to ta l sample, assuming a 
uniform d is tribution  in the population sample, conforms to the trend 
in Roe's predictions for the General Culture Group. The d is tribution  
was divided into 13 Ss reporting an Accepting family emotional re la ­
tionship, 215 reporting a Concentrating family emotional relationship,  
and 70 reporting an Avoiding family emotional relationship.
Hypothesis 2
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between the 
frequency of male Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting and Avoiding of 
family emotional relationships.
Table 17 presents the observed and expected frequencies of  
male subjects on the parent dominant FRl categories. Observed f re ­
quencies for males (N = 118) were divided as follows: 7 subjects in
Accepting, 89 in Concentrating, and 22 in Avoiding. The Chi-Square
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TABLE 17
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF MALE 
SUBJECTS IN THE ACC EPTING , CONCENTRATING  
AND AVOID ING  CATEGORIES ON THE FRl FOR 
THE T O T A L  SAMPLE 
(N = 118)
FRl
Concen­
Accepting trating Avoiding -
Observed Frequencies 7 89 22 118
Expected Frequencies 39.329 39.329 39.329 118
X2 = 96.94* 2df
‘ S ignificant at the .05 level and .01 level 
df degrees of freedom
test (X2 = 96.94, 2df) is s ign ificant at the .05 level. i!u 11-hypoth­
esis two is thus rejected. The d is tribu tion  of male frequencies is 
not random. The d istribution  of male subjects suggests that males in 
the sample predominantly reported coming from a family emotional 
background characterized by a Concentrating home. The data s ig n i f i ­
cantly supports Roe's theory predictions for individuals in a General 
Culture occupation l ike  teaching.
Hypothesis 3
This is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between the 
frequency of female Ss in the Concentrating, Accepting and Avoiding of
family emotional relationships.
Table 18 presents observed and expected frequencies of female
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T A B L E  18
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF FEMALE 
SUBJECTS IN THE ACC EPTING , CONCENTRATING,  
AND AVOIDING CATEGORIES ON THE FRl FOR 
THE TO TA L SAMPLE 
(N = 180)
FRl
Concen­
Accepting trating  Avoiding -
Observed Frequencies 6 126 48 180
Expected Frequencies 59. 994 59.994 59.944 180
2x - 123.61* 2df
‘ Significant at the .05 level and .01 level
df = degrees of freedom 
subjects on the parent dominant FRl categories. The d is tribu tion  of  
female subjects (N = 180) were divided as follows: 6 subjects in
Accepting, 126 subjects in Concentrating, and 48 subjects in Avoiding. 
The Chi-Square test (X2 = 123.61, 2df) is s ign ificant at the .05 level 
of significance. Null hypothesis three is thus rejected. The d i s t r i ­
bution of female subjects suggests that females in the sample predom­
inantly reported coming from a family emotional background character­
ized by a Concentrating parent-child interaction.
The data shown on tables 16, 17, and 18 adds support to Roe's 
theoretical predictions that male and female subjects from Concentrat­
ing homes would be predominantly found in a General Culture Occupation 
(Roe, 1956, p. 320).
Hypothesis 4
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship between
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
'he frequency of Ss in Orientation Toward Person category and the
family emotional relationship categories.
The 3 x 2  Contingency Table with three columns for the parent-
dominant categories on the FRl and the two rows for Person Orientation
is presented in table 19. Table 19 presents frequencies of subjects
in the Orientation Toward Persons (OTP) and Orientation Not Toward
Persons (ONTP) in the parent dominant categories on the FRl for the
total sample. Null hypothesis four was rejected based on the Test of 
2
Independence (X = 7.19, 2df) which was s ign ificant at the .05 leve l.  
Therefore, the proposition that these two variables are not independent 
but contingent can be entertained. This would mean that the probability  
of a given individual fa l l in g  in any one of the categories is in f lu ­
enced by that part icu lar category of the FRl which the individual
TABLE 19
FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN THE O R IE N TA TIO N  
TOWARD PERSONS AND O R IEN TA TIO N  NOT 
TOWARD PERSONS IN THE ACCEPTING,  
CO N C EN TR A TIN G , AND AVOIDING  
CATEGORIES OF THE FRl -  
2 X 3  CONTINGENCY TABLE  
(N = 298)
Person Orientation
FRl
Accepting
Concen­
tra ting Avoiding 2
OTP 13 200 58 271
ONTP 0 15 12 27
Totals 13 215 70 298
X2 = 7 .19 * 2df
‘ Significant at the .05 level and .01 level 
df = degrees of freedom
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reported. The d istribution of frequencies on the person orientations  
variable and the FRl categories supports Roe's Theory when i t  spec if i­
c a l ly  predicts that children from Concentrating homes w il l  be more 
oriented towards persons than not. This seems evident in the greater 
number of subjects in Mother and Father Concentrating categories who 
are also Oriented Toward Persons (OTP).
Hypothesis 5
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship between the 
frequencies of Ss in the Orientation Toward Person category and in the 
Expected-Job Satisfaction categories (High Expected-Job-Satisfaction, 
Moderate Expected-Job-Satisfaction, and Low Expected-Job-Satisfaction).
Table 20 presents the frequencies of subjects in the Orienta­
tion Toward Persons (OTP) and Orientation Not Toward Persons (ONTP) 
in High EJS, Moderate EJS, and Low EJS categories for the total sample 
using a 3 x 2 Contingency Table.
2
The Test o f Independence (X = 9.66, 2df) is s ignificant at 
the .05 level of significance. Therefore, Null-hypothesis f ive is 
rejected. The Person Orientations categories and the EJS categories 
are contingent. This means that the probability  of an individual 
fa l l in g  in any of the EJS categories is influenced by the particu lar  
person orientations category in which the individual f a l ls .  The 
observed frequencies on OTP (High EJS = 147 Ss, Moderate EJS = 212 Ss, 
and Low EJS = 3 Ss) provide grounds for supporting the propostion 
that subjects c lassified  in OTP on the Sum Relate score were s igni­
f ica n tly  represented in the High EJS category. Roe (1956, p. 320) 
has pointed out that i f  the child comes from a Concentration home
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T A B L E  20
FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN THE O R IE N TA TIO N  TOWARD 
PERSONS (OTP) AND O R IEN TA TIO N  NOT TOWARD PERSONS 
(O NTP) IN HIGH EJS, MODERATE EJS, AND LOW EJS 
CATEGORIES FOR THE TO TA L SAMPLE - 3 X 2  
CONTINGENCY TABLE
Person Orientation
EJS Categories OTP ONTP
High EJS 147 13 150
Moderate EJS 121 12 133
Low EJS 3 2 5
271 27 298
X2 = 9.66* 2df
‘ Significant at the .05 level 
d f = degrees of freedom
background then the General Culture occupations are most satisfactory  
to him or her.
Hypothesis 6
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t relationship between the 
frequency of S_s by sex category and the family emotional relationship  
categories.
The Test of Independence (X^ = 3.34, 2df) fo r  null-hypothesis 
six was not s ign ificant at the .05 level o f significance. Therefore, 
the null-hypothesis is retained. This would indicate that the two 
variables: sex and family emotional relationship category are not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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contingent (tab le  21). The probability  of an individual fa l l in g  in 
any of the family emotional relationship categories is independent of 
the subjects sex. The retention of the null-hypothesis is nonetheless 
compatible with Roe's origianl propositions, that males and females 
do not d i f f e r  greatly  in the ir  d is tr ibu tion  among the three types of 
family emotional relationship categories. An examination of the cells  
in table 21 would indicate that there is a tendency fo r  both male and 
females to report th e ir  family emotional background as predominantly 
in the Concentrating category. This tendency is also consistent with 
Roe's theory fo r  the General Culture Group V I I .
TABLE 21
FREQUENCIES OF MALE AND FEMALE SUBJECTS IN THE  
A C C EP TIN G , CO N C EN TR A TIN G , AND AVO ID ING  
CATEGORIES OF THE FRl -  2 X 3 
CONTINGENCY TA B LE
FR 1
Sex Accepting Concentrating Avoiding
Male 7 89 22 118
Female 6 126 48 180
13 215 70 298
X 2 = 3.34 n.S. 2df
n .s .  = not s ignificant at the .05 level 
df = degrees of freedom
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Hypothesis 7
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ificant correlation between the 
Sum Relate score and the Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding cate­
gory scores.
The correlation coeffic ients  obtained for nul 1-hypothesis seven 
were the follwing: for Accepting scores (X) and Sum Relate scores (Y) 
r = -.1249; for Concentrating scores (X) and Sum Relate scores 
(Y) r = -.1551;. Avoiding score (X) and Sum Relate scores (Y) 
r = -.0081. None of these correlation coeffic ients were s ign ifican t  
at the .05 leve l.  Therefore, the null-hypothesis is retained. The 
bivariate  frequency d is tr ibu tio n  on the variable indicated a random 
d istribu tion . Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C, i l lu s t r a te  the random plot of 
observed and predicted values between the Person Orientation score 
and the raw Accepting, Concentrating and Avoiding category scores.
These correlations indicate further that the l in e a r  regression 
model was a poor f i t  to the data explored in this hypothesis. In in­
terpreting the correlation coe ff ic ien t i t  is assumed that the f i t t in g  
of a stra ight l in e  to the data does not d is tort  or conceal the func­
tional relation between the two variables. I f  the re lationship  is 
curv il inear , a coe ff ic ien t  of 0 may be obtained and yet a s ign ificant  
relationship may exist between the two variables. The b ivar ia te  
frequency d is tribu tion  plot of the values indicates the random nature 
of the relationship among the variables considered. Therefore, an 
ind iv idual's  score on the variable person orientation (by the Person 
In terest Inventory-Relate score) alone is not a s ig n if ican t predictor 
of the ind iv idual's  predominant family emotional re lationship  (Accept-
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Figure 2A. Bivariate Frequency Distribution of Observed and Predicted Values on Accepting
and Sum Relate Scores.
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ing, Concentrating, and Avoiding categories c  the FRl).
A positive correlation was expected between the person orien­
tation score (Sum Relate score) and the Accepting and Concentrating 
category scores. Yet negative correlation coeffic ien ts  were found, 
which would indicate that as one variable goes up the other goes down. 
These negative coeffic ients could be understood in l ig h t  of the fact 
that as the in d iv id u a l’s Person Orientation score goes up (beyond 42 
points in the Orientation Not Toward Person category), his or her 
Accepting and Concentrating scores (warm, loving and protecting home 
attitudes) would go down. The negative correlation trend in these 
scores is ,  nevertheless, consistent with Roe's general predictions.
Roe’ s theory proposes that when the individual comes from a 
home background characterized by the Avoiding parent-child interac­
tions, he or she demonstrates an Orientation Not Toward Persons (41 
or more points on the Person Orientation score). The correlation  
coeffic ients found fo r hypothesis seven point in the same general 
direction trend suggested in Roe’ s theory but were not strong enough 
to be s ig n if ican t  with this sample.
Hypothesis 8
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t correlation between 
the Expected-Job-Satisfaction score and the Accepting, Concentrating, 
and Avoiding category scores.
The correlation coeffic ients obtained for null-hypothesis 
nine were the following: for Accepting scores (X) and EJS score (Y) 
r = -.0068; Concentrating scores (X) and EJS scores (Y) r = -.0251; 
Avoiding scores (X) and EJS (Y) r  = -.0266. None of these correla-
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Expected-Job-Satisfaction (EJS) Scores.
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tion coeffic ients  were s ignificant at the .05 leve l.
This data points out that there was no significant association 
among the variables and that only a random association exists , which 
does not allow for s ignificant predictions. The b ivariate  frequency 
d is tribu tion  of the variables studied has been represented, in Figures 
3A, 3B, and 3C in this order, to i l lu s t r a te  the random nature of the 
observed values and not a curv ilinear pattern.
i
Therefore an ind iv idua l’ s score on the variable Expected-Job- 
Satisfaction (as measured by the JSB) is not a s ignificant predictor 
of the in d iv id u a l ’ s antecedent family emotional relationship background 
(Accepting, Concentrating or Avoiding). The correlations obtained on 
hypothesis e ight indicate that the linear  regression model is a poor 
f i t  to the data explored in this study. The null-hypothesis was 
retained since the relationships were not strong enough to ju s t i fy  a 
rejection of the hypothesis of no corre lation . The positive correla­
tion hypothesized between Expected-Job-Satisfaction and Accepting and 
Concentrating category scores was not found for this data.
Hypothesis 9
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between the 
frequency o f Ss with Orientation Toward Persons for the Accepting 
and Concentrating categories combined.
Null-hypothesis nine was tested fo r  Goodness of F it  to a popu­
lation ra t io  of 3:1, that is ,  for every 3 teachers reporting Orienta­
tion Toward Persons, i t  was expected that 1 would report Orientation  
Not Toward Persons. This ra t io  was based on the extensive l i te ra tu re  
describing teachers in d iffe ren t studies (Roe, 1956; Sherman, 1969;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Tanner and Lindgren, 1971), that have consistently indicated the ir  
in terest in and l ik in g  for children and persons. This background 
strongly suggested a population predominantly characterized by what Roe 
calls Orientation Toward Persons. Based on the l i te ra tu re  available ,  
i t  is believed that the ra tio  (3:1) used for the expected frequencies 
would best serve to uncover any real difference beyond what would be 
expected in a population of teachers. Table 22 presents the test of 
this null hypothesis.
TABLE 22
OBSRVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN 
O R IE N TA TIO N  TOWARD PERSONS (O TP) AND 
O R IE N TA TIO N  NOT TOWARD PERSONS (O NTP)
IN THE ACCEPTING AND CONCENTRATING  
CATEGORIES OF THE FRl (N = 228)
Accepting and Concentrating Categories Person Orientations  
(Casual, Loving, Protecting and Demand­
ing Home) OTP ONTP
Observed Frequencies 213 15 228
Expected Frequencies 171 57 228
X 2 = 41.25* Id f
‘ S ignificant at the .05 level and .01 level 
d f  = degrees o f  freedom
The Chi-Square test (X^ = 41.25, ld f )  revealed a value that 
was a s ig n if ican t value at the .05 leve l,  thus the null-hypothesis is 
rejected. This would mean that teachers in tra ining in the sample re­
ported greater Orientation Toward Persons and s ign ifican tly  greater
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than the expected ratio  hypothesized from the l i te ra tu re .  This data 
points to real differences beyond what would be expected in a general 
sample of teacher and supports one aspect of the predictions made by 
Roe: that individuals in General Culture occupations are predominantly 
characterized by a loving, casual, overprotective, and over-demanding 
family emotional relationships background.
Hypothesis 10
There is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ign ifican t difference between the 
frequency of Ss with Orientation Not Toward Persons in the Avoiding 
category.
This null-hypothesis intended to make an evaluation of Roe's 
predictions that opposit person orientation would be found in the 
Accepting and Concentrating homes as contrasted with Avoiding homes.
Even when her original propositions hypothesize the eight occupational 
groups as composite units characterized by one major person orienta­
tion, the presence of both person orientations within a narrow group 
of occupational a c t iv i ty  has been considered a worthwhile relationship  
to investigate as reported by Medvene's (1969) and Medvene and Shueman's 
(1978) research.
Null hypothesis ten was tested for Goodness of F it  to a popu­
lation  of 3:1; that is ,  for every 3 teachers reporting Orientation Not 
Toward Persons (in  the Avoiding category), i t  was expected that 1 would 
report Orientation Toward Persons. This ra t io  is inferred from the 
observation that the direction hypothesized by Roe for individuals 
with a re jecting  and neglecting home background must be tested against 
the reversed ra t io  used for hypothesis nine, which evaluated a 3:1
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ratio for the relationship between the Accepting and Concentrating home 
and the Orientation Toward Persons predicted.
Table 23 presents the test of null-hypothesis ten. The Chi-
2
Square Test of Goodness of F i t  (X = 124.96, ld f)  was s ign ifican t at 
the .05 level of s ignificance, but in the opposite d irection  hypoth­
esized. A study of the cells  reveals that subjects reporting an 
Avoiding family background for the dominant parent were characterized 
by an Orientation Toward Persons. Roe's prediction that most indiv id­
u a l  reporting a background of an Avoiding home in the general 
population ’would demonstrate that major Orientation Not Toward Persons 
when considering th e ir  vocational commitment.
TABLE 23
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SUBJECTS IN 
O R IE N TA TIO N  TOWARD PERSONS (O TP ) AND  
O R IE N TA TIO N  NOT TOWARD PERSONS 
(O N TP ) IN THE A VO ID ING  
CATEGORY OF THE  
FRl (N = 70)
Person O rientation
Avoiding Category  
(N eglecting and Rejecting Home)
OTP ONTP
Observed Frequencies 58 12 70
Expected Frequencies 17.5 52.5 70
X 2 = 124.96* ld f
‘ S ignificant at the .05 level 
d f = degrees of freedom
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The findings on hypothesis ten would indicate that this sample 
represents more a composite un it than those studied by Medvene. I t  is 
interesting then that even subjects from an Avoiding family emotional 
background reported an in terest and concern for intense interaction  
with people. The data therefore does not support Medvene’ s (1969) 
and Medvene and Shueman’ s (1978) general proposition for both types 
of person orientation in the occupational groups outlined by P.oe. The 
comparison of opposite predictions made by Roe for the general popu­
la t io n ,  based on the family emotional relationship background, was not 
supported by this sample, but the data shows those characteristics  
that would describe teachers in tra in ing in Mexico as representing a 
composite group in contrast to male psychologist and engineers studied 
by Medvene and Shueman (1978).
I t  has been indicated above that a s ign ifican t number of sub­
jects reporting a background in the parent dominent Avoiding category 
of family emotional relationships have also reported OTP contrary to 
the expected ONTP for these subjects. The fact that this finding was 
made in a teacher tra ining group, would indicate (1) that the re­
searcher and the counselor must not overlook those factors that can 
influence vocational choice and needs. Some of these factors are 
socioeconomic opportunities, socialcultural expectations, personality 
variables and religious coiunitment to service. Further research 
could entertain a study of the influence of the above factors as 
p art ic u la r ly  s ign ifican t fo r subjects from an Avoiding (neglecting  
and re jecting) home background. Another (2) aspect to be considered 
is the conmitment to redemptive service to others in a l l  areas of 
professional tra ining pursued in the objective of the University and
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a part of the religious conmitnent professed by the great m ajority  
of these subjects as a real influence on the vocational choice of 
teaching along with a high expection to satis fy  those needs that con­
cern them most in the dynamics o f  vocational commitment.
Study of a comparative nature is evidently needed in an en­
deavor to iden tify  other composite occupational groups in the Mexican 
socioeconomic vocational scheme which could add further support for  
Roe's predictions. This study with teachers in tra ining has pointed 
out new avenues of research and constitutes a f i r s t  step in the 
endeavor to explore Roe's theory and i ts  possible contributions to 
educational psychology in Mexico.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
This study sought to evaluate aspects o f Anne Roe's theory 
of vocational in terest and choice within a General Culture occupation 
l ike  teaching. On the basis of information which Roe and other 
researchers have made ava ilab le , i t  was thought that the null hypo­
theses would constitute a test of some of Roe's ideas. Accordingly, 
298 Ss in the the teacher training program a t  the University of 
Montemorelos, N. L .,  Mexico (1980-81) and in social service teaching 
were used fo r  the s ta t is t ic a l  test of the ten hypotheses proposed.
Teachers in tra ining are representative o f  the General 
Culture Group VI— Level 2 in Roe's Two-Way C lass ification  of 
Occupations. I t  was assumed a t  the outset that the data on Roe's 
propositions within the lim its  of the sample would be an important 
f i r s t  step in  testing the cross-cultural applications of some of 
her propositions. The data would make availab le  for future research 
a unique source for establishing local norms when using the FRl and 
comparing other occupational groups defined by Roe. I t  was also 
assumed that this study, when combined with the methodology suggested 
by Medvene's (1969) and Medvene and Shueman's (1978) studies, could 
add support to the ir  observation that lack of e a r l ie r  support for  
Roe's theory regarding vocational choice was due to the fact that
132
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categorization of occupations has been too global.
Summary
In 1966, Roe presented a theory of the orig in  o f interest in 
connection with the determination of vocational choice. This theory, 
presented in her book The Psychology of Occupations (Roe, 1956), was 
a general one and vocational interests were considered a special case 
of the more general personality pattern. A revised statement of the 
theory was presented by Roe and Siegelman (1964) a f te r  further study. 
Her propositions forcused on family emotional relationships, major 
person in te res t  dimensions and subsequent vocational in terests .  
Because early  satisfactions and frustrations occur ch ie fly  in the 
home, and are usually p a rt ic u la r ly  related to the dominant parent, 
the early relations between parents and children are an obvious 
focus of Roe's work. She proposed a c ircu la r  model of parent-child  
re la tions , person orientation dimensions, and vocational interest  
groups which is called the "Circumplex" (Figure 1, p. 5).
Osipow (1968) maintained that Roe’ s original work re flec ts  
a strong psychoanalytic tone. Her use of concepts of unconscious 
motivations with antecedents in early childhood and of psychic 
energy are evidence of such a bias. She also makes use of Maslow's 
(1964) motivational concepts as a framework in accounting fo r and 
re la ting  to basic human needs and th e ir  expression in the vocational 
dimensions of l i f e .  Roe's use of Maslow's motivational system 
accounts for vocational choice as an expression of the se lf -ac tu a l­
izing tendency. Hoppock (1963), l ik e  Roe, proposed that occupations 
that we choose are the ones that we believe w ill  best meet the needs
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that most concern us. Consequently, “satisfaction can resu lt  from a 
job which meets our needs today or from a job which promises to meet 
them in the future" (Hoppock, 1963, p. 115).
Studies which have fa iled  to support Roe's hypotheses have 
generally been conducted with subjects who had been committed to an 
occupation many years and then asked to recall antecedent parent- 
child relationships. Green and Parker's (1965) study is an exception 
to that general observation in that they used a sample of seventh 
grade students. The fa i lu re  o f these studies has been attr ibuted  
to low v a l id i ty  of instruments used, false assumptions about the 
adequacy of the samples to represent extremes in the Orientation  
Toward Persons and Orientation Not Toward Person groups, and too 
global c lass if ica tion  of occupational groups when studying a large 
number of occupations. The fact that Roe has attempted to account 
fo r a very complex behavior (choice of an occupation) from the basis 
of family emotional relationships and person orientations narrows 
the theory to the point that i.t may exclude many important variables.
Early studies which generally support Roe's hypotheses are 
characterized by more complete data and better methodology. Later 
studies used objective tests with samples of students in d iffe r in g  
f ie ld s  of academic concentration and adults in the diverse occupa­
tions. While many researchers viewed an entire  occupation c lass i­
f ic a t io n  as e ither person oriented or non-person oriented, yet more 
recent studies support the idea that within major occupational groups 
l ik e  both person orientations. These supportive studies have focused 
on one major occupational group and have compared the two person
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orientations w ith in  that one group with family emotional re la t io n ­
ships categories as a test of Roe's theory using male student samples.
One of the major hurdles which made a test of Roe's theory 
d i f f i c u l t  was that of measuring her constructs o f parent dominant 
acceptance, concentration, and avoidance. This task was made more 
rewarding by Brunkan and C r i te s 1 (1964) Family Relations Inventory, 
which is an improvement over previous instruments in reported r e l ia ­
b i l i t y  and v a l id i ty .
The sample used in this study of a General Culture group 
consisted of 118 male and 180 female teachers in training from three 
teacher education levels: Normal School— Elementary Education (N =
117), Education Sciences— Secondary Education (N = 177), and Field  
Training Schools (N = 64). The percentage of returns constituted 
97.42" o f the population and 95.81% constituted the usuable returns. 
The instruments used were the Spanish language translation of the FRI, 
the P I I , the BQ-Subtest V I,  and the JBS No. 5 (Expected-Job-Satisfac­
tion) with w ritten permission from the authors. The concept of 
Expected-Job-Satisfaction as defined fo r use in this study was an 
exploratory variable  to be studied w ithin the context of Roe's theory.
S ta t is t ic a l  evaluation of the data was concluded at the 
Andrews University Academic Computer Services in June 1981. Ten 
null hypotheses were tested on the basis of Roe's propositions 
(Circumplex Model) that those individuals gravitating to the General 
Culture Occupations ( l ik e  teachers in tra in ing) are characterized 
by a major Orientation Toward Persons and come from a background of 
predominantly Concentrating homes. This prediction was set against 
a theoretical assumption of a uniform d is tribu tion  in the three
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family emotional relationship categories (1:1 :1) fo r hypotheses one, 
two, and three using a chi-square test of Goodness of F i t .
During i ts  standardization the FRI was administered to 314 
college students (Iowa Sample). The d is tribution  of scores on the 
parent dominant family emotional relationship categories indicated  
that this group reported a d e f in ite  tendency to see both parents 
as Accepting rather than Concentrating or Avoiding (Brunkan and 
Crites, 1964). The authors add that "the implications are that there 
may be in s t itu t io n a l or subcultural differences in perceived parental 
a tt i tu d es” (p. 7 ) .  Simmons (1975), using the FRI found that Mexican- 
American students in Texas Community Colleges perceived th e ir  mothers 
as Concentrating (p <.05) and th e ir  fathers as Avoiding (p < .05).
When these studies are combined with Medvene's (1969) results with 290 
male psychology students the population ra t io  obtained is Accepting: 
.27, Concentrating: .41, Avoiding: .32. Medvene and Shueman's
study with male engineering students revealed a population ra t io  of 
Accepting: .29, Concentrating: .27, and Avoiding: .44. These
norms served as a base for selecting the c r i te r ia  of a uniform dis­
tr ibu tion  (1:1:1) as an acceptable theoretical norm for this explana­
tory study. Local norms are important in order to establish a solid 
experience-based norm for future research using the FRI to tes t  Roe's 
constructs of parental acceptance, concentration, and avoidance in 
Mexico.
Conclusions
I t  does not seem plausible that only one model of career 
choice would ever be applied to the exclusion of others. However,
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Roe's theory constitutes a challenging formulation when i t  states that 
early needs satisfaction  patterns learned in the home as a result of 
the early parent-child interactions, predict la te r  occupational choice. 
More cross cultural studies along these lines would be of in terest in 
order to deepen our understanding of the role of theory and educational 
counseling strategies in d iffe ren t  vocational settings. The questions 
asked at the outset o f this study were directed to the following 
issues:
1. Is Roe's prediction that Concentrating parent-child in te r ­
action background is characteristic  of the General Cultural Group VI 
supported by the d is tr ibu tio n  of subjects in the family emotional 
relationship categories?
2. Is Roe's prediction that Concentrating parent-child in te r ­
action background is characteristic  of the General Culture Group VI 
supported by the d is tr ibu tio n  o f male and female subjects in the 
family emotional relationship categories?
3. Is Roe's prediction that individuals choosing General 
Culture occupations ( l ik e  teaching) would be characterized by a 
major Orientation Toward Persons (OTP) supported by the frequencies 
of subjects fa l l in g  in this category?
4. Are there s ign ificant differences between the frequencies 
of male and female subjects in the family emotional relationship  
categories?
5. Are there s ign ifican t differences between the frequencies 
of subjects in the Expected-Job-Satisfaction levels and the family  
emotional relationship categories to the extent that these variables
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could be considered contingent?
6. Is there a s ign ifican t correlation between the Sum Relate 
score and the parent dominant Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding 
scores?
7. Are there s ig n if ican t correlations between the Expected- 
Job-Satisfaction scores and the parent dominant raw Accepting, 
Concentrating, and Avoiding scores?
8. Are Roe's predictions that Person Orientation is a func­
tion of an antecedent family emotional relationships supported by the 
frequency of subjects from these types of homes in the Orientation  
Toward Persons and Orientation Not Toward Persons categories?
An answer to these questions was sought by way of the null 
hypotheses proposed as an exploratory test of some of Roe's predic­
tions using a sample of teachers in tra ining in Mexico.
Null hypotheis one stated that there is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  
s ign ificant difference between the frequency of Ss in the family  
emotional relationship categories of the FRI. This null-hypothesis 
one was rejected a t the .05 leve l.  The analysis of data lends 
in i t ia l  support to Roe's predictions of that trend in which in d iv i­
duals choosing an occupations in the General Cultural Group are 
s ign if ican tly  characterized by a family relations background in the 
Concentrating category. Concentrating parents devote a dispropor­
tionate amount of time and energy to the direction and control of the 
child , e ither by encouraging dependence and res tr ic t ing  exploration 
or by making demands upon the child to perform beyond his or her 
capaci t i  es.
Assuming a uniform d is tribu tion  of subjects in the three FRI
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'-ategories the Chi-Square Test of Goodness of F i t  did not support a 
random d is tribu tion  of subjects. Subjects in the parent dominant 
Concentrating category formed 72.15 percent of the tota l sample.
Nul1-hypotheses two and three, directed to the male and fe­
male respectively, stated that there is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ignificant  
difference between the frequency of Ss in the family emotional re la ­
tionship categories o f the FRI by sex. Both hypotheses were rejected
t
at the .05 level of s ignificance. Thus both male and female samples 
reported a s ign ifican t background of family relationships in the 
Concentrating category, thus supporting Roe's theory prediction.
Null-hypothesis four stated that there is no s ta t is t ic a l ly
s ign ifican t relationship between the frequency of Ss in the Orienta­
tion Toward Persons and in the family emotional relationship cate­
gories. Null-hypothesis four was rejected a t the .05 level of s igni­
ficance. This would seem to support Roe's theory that individuals 
choosing General Culture occupations are also characterized by a 
major Orientation Toward Persons (OTP). In the total sample 90.94 
percent of the subjects were c lass if ied  in OTP based on the ir  Sum
Relate scores. Roe believes that i f  the child is reared in a home in
which the dominant parent is perceived as e ither primarily Accepting 
or prim arily  Concentrating he or she develops a needs satisfaction  
pattern which serves as an antecedent to person-oriented occupational 
in terests . Evidence was shown in the Test of Independence that the 
two variables Persons Orientations and family emotional relationships  
are not independent but highly correlated.
Null-hypothesis f iv e  stated that there is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  
s ign ifican t difference between the frequency of Ss in the Orientation
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Toward Persons and in the Expected-Job-Satisfaction categories. Nu 11- 
hypothesis f ive  was rejected at the .05 le v e l,  which means that the 
two variables, Person Orientation and Expected-Job-Satisfaction, are 
not independent. Thus the individual's Orientation Toward Persons is 
also correlated with the level of Expected-Job Satis faction . These 
findings were consistent with Roe's use of Maslow's (1954) motivational 
framework applied to vocations and Hoppock's (1963) view that when a 
particu lar job offers  a promise of satis faction  in those needs that 
concern us most, the individual expresses high job satisfaction with 
the vocational choice.
Null-hypothesis six state that there is no s ta t is t ic a l ly  
s ign ifican t relationship between the frequency of male and female 
Ss in the family emotional relationship categories of the FRI.
Nul1-hypothesis six was retained because the relationship of the 
two variables was not s ignificant at the .05 level of significance.
This Test of Independence showed that the two variables are inde­
pendent. Therefore, sex has not been shown to be a significant  
moderator variable  in the d istribution of scores in the Accepting, 
Concentrating, and Avoiding family emotional relationships.
In te res tin g ly  enough, Roe's orig ina l propositions did not 
single out sex as a s ign ifican t factor in the development of speci­
f ic  parent-child interaction attitudes and needs satisfaction  
patterns. Recently Roe (1979) has called fo r  researchers to develop 
insights into the unique role and development of women as pertains 
to vocational aspects.
Null-hypotheses 7 and 8 stated that there is no significant
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correlations between the Person Orientation scores and the raw FRI 
category scores, and between the Expected-Job-Satisfaction score and 
the raw FRI category scores. The relationship found was not a good 
f i t  to the l inear  regression model. This permitted the null-hypo- 
theses to be retained. The b ivaria te  frequency d is tr ibu tio n  of 
values i l lu s tra te d  the random nature of the re la t io n  fo r  each of the 
hypotheses.
The correlation coeffic ients for prediction sought between the 
scores on Person Orientation (Sum Relate Score) and the scores on 
perceived family emotional relationships and between Expected-Job- 
Satisfaction scores (EJS) and the scores on perceived-family emotional 
relationships would be useful in developing exploratory counseling 
strategies from Person Orientation data. Thus i t  would seem plausible 
that from the ind iv idua l's  Sum Relate score on the Person In terest  
Inventory, the counselor could in fe r a counselee's family emotional 
background and re la te  i t  to the vocational guidance endeavor. Therein 
offering the educational counselor one more insight relevant to the 
framework of Roe's theory. Expected-Job-Satisfaction score was also 
thought to be a potential measure from which to predict the in d iv i­
dual 's Accepting, Concentrating, and Avoiding category on the FRI.
But these correlations were not strong enough to re jec t  the n u ll-  
hypotheses 7 and 8, therefore no predictive statements could be made 
when using only the P II  and/or the JSB to explore Roe's theory.
Several hypotheses were offered to explain the retention of 
the nul1-hypotheses: (1) The scores used fo r prediction (Sum Relate
score and Expected-Job-Satisfaction score) of the raw Accepting,
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Concentrating, and Avoiding parent-child relationships were too 
narrowly conceived and do not take other important variables into  
consideration; (2) The Sum Relate scores and Expected-Job-Satisfaction 
scores do not take the place of the FRI scales for assessing the vast 
array of behaviors encompased within the parent-child interaction  
inventories; (3) At best, i t  remains questionable that the subtle 
nuances of parent-child interactions could be accurately predicted 
from instruments not intended for that purpose. Id e a l ly ,  a combina­
tion of additional objective test information, interview data, and 
longitudinal observations of on-going behaviors should be gathered 
in an attempt to test the proposed relationships.
Nul1-hypotheses 9 and 10 tested the e ffec t  of the two person 
orientations forming the core of Roe's theory. Hypothesis 9 was 
s ta t is t ic a l ly  supported by the date. Thus those individuals with a 
background of Accepting and Concentrating homes report an Orientation  
Toward Persons. But hypothesis 10 was not supported. In fa c t ,  those 
individuals from an Avoiding home also report a major orientation  
Toward Persons. These results do not o f fe r  support for Medvene's 
(1969) and Medvene and Shueman's (1978) contention. But they do 
support the trends proposed in Roe's theory for the General Culture 
c lass if ica tion  as a composite group.
Implications
F irs t ,  the findings in the present study would imply that:
a. Roe's theory of vocational in terest and choice holds
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some promise for helping educators understand the kind of parent-child  
interaction background and person orientation that influence vocational 
coirani orient to a General Culture occupation l ik e  teaching.
b. Roe's postulations that occupations are chosen to meet 
and satis fy  the major person orientation , associated with the pre­
dominant parent-child interaction pattern, needs further study in 
Mexico with cross group comparisons.
c. The Mexican family cultural context, which consists of a 
variety  of forces, each influencing vocational development to some 
degree would seem to o ffe r  support for those relevant aspects of 
Roe's theory studied here within the General Culture Group.
Secondly, the findings and the random relationships inferred  
from the correlation coeffic ients found in analyzing the data on the 
sample of teachers in tra ining would imply that:
a. The development of counseling strategies from Roe's theory 
for the General Culture Group should include additional objective test  
information, interview data, and longitudinal observations of on-going 
experiences to quantify the array of variables that influence expected 
job sa tis fac tion , as well as vocational in terest and choice.
b. The Person Orientation score and the Expected-Job-Satis­
faction score alone do not serve as s ign ifican t exploratory measures 
by themselves for assessing the vast antecedents of parent-child  
interaction and do not take the place of the Family Relations Inven­
tory in overcoming the hurdles of measuring Roe's constructs of  
parental acceptance, concentration, and avoidance.
Shappell, Hall, and Tarr ier  (1971) have noted that most studies
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investigating Roe's model were designed to predict selected types of 
vocational events from Propositions of her formal model; and very 
l i t t l e  research has been reported on applied studies with her model 
as i t  might re la te  to counseling. I t  is appropriate to add, along 
the lines suggested by Shappell, H a ll ,  and T a rr ie r ,  that educators 
and counselors might set goals to assist people in identify ing and 
understanding th e ir  psychological needs in the choice o f an occupa­
tion . Assessment of the indiv idual's  major person orientation  in 
the context of the antecedent parental relationships might help the 
individual explore with new insights those occupational groups which 
appear to have the best potential for satisfying his or her most 
important needs. Meaningful dialogue between the counselor and the 
counselee concerning person orientations and the vocational expecta­
tions in teaching can be a very useful encounter.
Recommendations for Further Study
1. Further research in testing Roe's theory should include 
comparative study across the eight occupational group classifications  
in order to tes t  the wider group predictions of the theory within the 
Mexican socioeconomic vocational setting.
2. To date, research with Roe's theory has concentrated on 
the upper occupational levels and there is a need for closer investi­
gation of the lower level occupational groups in Mexico, as well as in 
other countries. Cross-group comparisons should include the fu l l  
range of occupational levels as w e ll .
3. Collection of more normative data on the Family Relations 
Inventory for age, sex, socioeconomic levels, and in various social-
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c u l t u r a l  g r o u p s  i s  r e c o m m e n d e d .
I n  d e p t h  a n a l y s e s  o f  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  p a t t e r n s  e x i s t i n g  
b e t w e e n  o a r e n t - c n i l d  i n t e r a c t i o n  a t t i t u d e s ,  j o b  s a t i s f a c t i o n ,  a n d  
p e r s o n  o r i e n t a t i o n s  o n  a  l o n g i t u d i n a l  o a s i s .
5 .  ' h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  m o r e  S p a n i s h  l a n g u a g e  i n s t r u m e n t s  
t o  a s s e s s  t h e  p a r e n t - c h i l d  i n t e r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n s  i n  t h e  M e x i c a n  
f a m i l y  l i f e  w i l l  b e  u s e f u l  f o r  f u r t h e r  r e s e a r c h  w i t h  R o e ' s  t h e o r y ,  
a s  w e l l  a s  o t h e r  t h e o r i e s  i n  e d u c a t i o n a l  p s y c h o l o g y .
6 .  L o n g i t u d i n a l  s t u d y  o f  t h e  f a c t o r s  t h a t  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  
v o c a t i o n a l  i n t e r e s t  a n d  c h o i c e  a n d  t h e  s a t i s f y i n g  v o c a t i o n a l  l i f e  
i n  M e x i c o  a n d  i n  o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s .
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TORY (PH)
2 BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTION­
NAIRE-SUBSET 71 FOR 
PARENT DOMINANCE
3 FAMILY RELATIONS INVEN­
TORY (FRI)
4  JOB SATISFACTION BLANK 
NO. 5 (JSB)
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